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HISTORY IN THE MAKING

Obama Appeals To America:
'We Cannot Turn Back7
BY HAZEL TRICE EDNEY
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Gov. Sarah Palin

John McCain
Selects Alaska
Governor Sarah
Palin As Vice

Presidential
Running Mate
ARLINGTON, Va. - U.S.
Sen. John McCain announced
that he has selected Alaska Gov.
Sarah Palin to be his running
mate and to serve as his vice
president.
Gov. Palin is a tough
executive who has demonstrat
ed during her time in office that
she is ready to be president. She
has brought Republicans and
Democrats together within her
Administration and has a record
of delivering on the change and
reform that we need in
Washington.
Palin has challenged the

influence of the big oil
companies while fighting for
the development of new energy
resources. She leads a state that
matters to every one of us -7Alaska has significant energy
resources and she has been a
leader in the fight to make
America energy independent.
In Alaska, Palin challenged
a corrupt system and passed a
landmark ethics reform bill. She
has actually used her veto and
cut budgetary spending. She put

PALIN
continued on pg.9
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DENVER (NNPA) - U.S. Sen.
Barack Obama has officially
accepted the Democratic nomi
nation for president of the
United
States
before
an
audience of as many as 90,000
adoring supporters, who also
cheered the possibility of his
becoming America’s first black
president.
The euphoric moment was
played out before millions who
watched by television and the
Internet1 around the world.
It transcended politics as it
shattered doubts that Americans
of all races and backgrounds
can unite behind an AfricanAmerican candidate for
president. Moreover, it raised
hopes that people of color can
soar above intrinsic white
supremacy in a nation that for

centuries embraced slavery, Jim
Crow and modern-day institu
tional racism.
“With profound gratitude
and great humility, I accept your
nomination for the presidency
of the United States,” Obama
told the crowd of flag-waving,
cheering, chanting, applauding,
stumping and crying supporters
at Invesco Field at Mile High in
Denver.
He immediately recalled his
2004 speech to the Democratic
Convention as a then candidate
for the U.S. Senate.
“Four years ago, I stood
before you and told you my
story - of the brief union
between a young man from
Kenya and a young woman
from Kansas - who weren’t
well-off or well-known, but

Photograph courtet/ of DNC

Democratic Presidential nominee Barack Obama

shared a belief that in America,
their
son
could
achieve
whatever he put his mind to,” he
said. “It is that promise that has
always set this country apart that through hard work and
sacrifice, each of us can pursue
our individual dreams, but still
come together as one American
family, to ensure that the next
generation can pursue their
dreams as well.”
He continued, “That’s why I
stand here tonight. Because for
232 years, at each moment
when that promise was in
jeopardy, ordinary men and
women — students and soldiers,

farmers and teachers, nurses
and janitors - found the courage
to keep it alive.”
In the speech titled, “The
American Promise,” Obama
was referring to the 232 years
of internal conflicts since the
July 4, 1776, adoption of the
United States Declaration of
Independence. That was the
congressional document that
announced that the 13 American
colonies at war with Great
Britain were pulling out of the
British Empire. Since then,
America’s internal conflicts
have included the Civil War
as well as the Civil Rights

Movement.
The fact that the historic
speech, given on Aug. 28,2008,
fell on the 45th anniversary of
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I
Have a Dream Speech” added to
the euphoria of the moment.
This was especially since one of
the most memorable lines in
Dr. King’s address, was “Let
freedom ring from the snow
capped Rockies of Colorado.”
But, Obama did not allow
symbolism to overshadow
substance. He went straight for

OBAMA
continued on pg. 13

St. Petersburg’s
“Amazing Greys” For Obama
BY ROSALIE PECK,
M.S:W./AUTHOR
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER
ST. PETERBURG - “Stony
the road we trod; bitter the chas
tening rod; felt in the days when
hope unborn had died. Yet with a
steady beat, have not our weary
feet come to the place for which
our fathers died,” penned by
James Weldon Johnson.
These powerful words to
“Lift Every Voice and Sing,”
penned in 1899 and adopted by
the NAACP in 1919 as “The
Negro
National
Anthem”
captured my attention as a
seventh grader at Gibbs High
School many years ago. For the
uninformed, those were the
years when sixth graders from
Jordan and Davis Elementary

schools continued junior and
senior studies at Gibbs under
segregated circumstances. One
teacher, Sidney Johnson, a
dedicated choir director, was
determined that we memorized
every verse of the celebrated
song. Years later, in church,
during a Black History Month
celebration, a young relative
noticing I sang without reading
said: “How do you know all the
words?” “Sidney Johnson taught
me,” I said. “Who is Sidney
Johnson?” he inquired. “My
seventh grade teacher at Gibbs
High,” I whispered with a sense
of gratitude.
From first moments hearing
the song, I understood its
meaning. The hope, pain and
suffering.
Commitment
to
justice and faith in a brighter day
to come. I understood circum-

From loft fo right, Rosalie Peck, Faith Williams
and Katherine Jones

stances of segregated times that
denied me much; and suffered
acute awareness that experi
ences of my generation were as
my parents used to say, “A drop
in the bucket compared to what

they, and early ancestors went
through.” Today, like countless

GREYS
continued onpg. 5
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Civil Rights Leaders Are Not
Competing Against Obama
BY. GEORGE E CURRY
NNPA COLUMNIST

90

DENVER
As
Barack Obama officially becomes
his party’s presidential nominee, a
great disservice to him - and to
national civil rights leaders - is the
notion that Obama is somehow in
competition with the likes of Jesse
Jackson and Al Sharpton.
In most instances, this is
couched as young Barack Obama
has surpassed the outdated racebased politics of the modem Civil
Rights Movement. For example, the
Chicago Tribune published a front
page story a week ago under the
headline: “Jackson eclipsed in the
age of Obama.”
The story, written by David
Greising, said, “Obama’s nomina
tion will cap a period of striking
change in leadership of the AfricanAmerican community. And Jackson
must adjust in order to remain
relevant in the age of Obama.”
My longtime friend Rochelle
Riley, a columnist for the Detroit
Free Press, wrote a column under the
headline, “It’s time for Rev. Jesse
Jackson to retire from politics.” She
noted that when Jackson ran for
president, people asked: “What does
Jesse

The Weekly Challenger Office:

want?”

Riley

wrote

her

column on the heels of Jackson pro
fessing an interest in castrating
Obama. She observed, “It’s 20 years
later, and I don’t care what Jesse
wants.
And
neither
should
America.”
Even if Obama wins, that will
not mark the end ofblack politics, as
the New York Times magazine
recently proclaimed. Obama is the
only African-American serving in
the U.S. Senate. In the history of the
United States, only two blacks have
ever been elected governor. And if
Obama were elected president, the
Senate would again be lily-White, as
it has been for most of its existence.
Sure, Obama’s election would be a
political milestone, but it would not
change the fact that blacks are
underrepresented in politics and
everything good and overrepresent
ed in prison and everything bad.
Another flawed argument being
advanced in connection with the
possible Obama presidency is that
his election would prove there is no
longer a need for affirmative action
and other social programs designed
to help level the playing field.
For the record, affirmative
action has never been limited to
African-Americans. In fact, other

women. So, to strike down affirma
tive action solely because a black
man has been elected president
shows an ignorance of how the
program was designed to work
No president - not even a black
one - can or should be a substitute
for agitating on behalf of people who
have been locked out of society.
When police shoot unarmed AfricanAmericans in New York City, I want
Al Sharpton on the scene. When
black males are being railroaded in
Jena, La., I expect Jesse Jackson and
SCLC’s Charles Steele and NAACP
leaders to show up. And while they
work from the outside, I want
National Urban League President
Marc Morial to be working on the
inside, making sure that blacks
ascend the ladder of success.
The downside to social activism
is that many of your own people
undervalue your accomplishments
while whites accuse you of being an
ambulance chaser. To the latter,
Sharpton says he’s not chasing the
ambulance - he usually arrives first.
As for Jesse Jackson, he
deserves to be roundly criticized for
saying he wanted to cut off the
private parts of Obama. In addition
to being crude, it came across as

to do in 1984 and 1988. Moreover, it
was Obama who had become the
face of change, not Jesse Jackson.
We should not, however, ignore
the contributions of a person who
has devoted his entire adult life to
the civil rights struggle. We should
not minimize his two presidential
runs that paved the way for many
blacks to become elected to office.
Nor should we forget that Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. appointed Jackson
head of Operation Breadbasket to
place more emphasis on economic
justice. When you tally the pluses
and minuses, Jesse Jackson has
accumulated far more positives than
negatives. That’s why he shouldn’t
be kicked to the curb by whites eager
for a “post-racial” society or blacks
who want to supplant him as the No.
1 leader in black America.
A dangerous game is being
played out before our eyes, a game
in which we can have only one black
leader. And some black leaders are
abetting the game by insisting that
Jesse Jackson step aside and make
room for them. No one should
ascend to power by diminishing
Jackson’s contributions. Civil rights
leaders are not in competition with
Barack Obama. And nor should they

protected classes have included die

petty jealousy. Obama has accom

be in competition with one another.

other ethnic groups and

plished in 2008 what Jackson failed

We need all of them.

disabled,

Be The Next You
BYFARRAHGRAY
NNPA COLUMNIST

Ask a group of people why
they aren’t rich and chances are
many will say something like, “Well,
I’m not a movie star and I’m not in
the NBA.” Do only celebrities make
money?
Why is the association of wealth
so strongly tied to celebrity-dom?
Because our culture — with its ubiq
uitous fascination for the glossy
entertainment and pro sports world
— perpetuates this fallacy on a daily
basis. One doesn’t have to go far to be
hypnotized by this lie; celebrity news
magazines, talkentertainment.com
and other the media in general keeps
“celebrity-dom” alive. The truth is
that celebrities’ bank accounts pale in
comparison to the richest people in
the world. And I wouldn’t call many
celebrities “rich” ifthey are unhappy,
unsatisfied, and constant tabloid
gossip for their unscrupulous acts.
The number one reason most
people don’t get what they want is
that they don’t know what they want.

At the same time, they don’t know
what they’re passionate about. So
they haven’t a clue what they are
supposed to be doing. Now is the
time to really conquer this lie that
runs too deep in our consciousness,
and shoves us off course from the
roads we should be taking.
Pop quiz: Who is Ingvar Kamprad?
Who is Ursula Bums? Who was John
H. Johnson?
Answers: Ingvar is the founder
of Ikea and the fourth riches person
in the world with a net worth of $28
billion. He turned a love for peddling
matches, fish, pens, Christmas cards
and other items by bicycle as a
teenager to an empire selling
furniture and house hold goods.
Ursula Bums is ranked as the
27th Most Powerful Woman on
Fortune’s renowned list. As a top
executive at Xerox Corporation, she
helps bring in billions of dollars in
revenues a year for the company and
is one of the most respected business
women in America.

A member of the Xerox team for
more than 20 years, she calls the

What are vour opinions on
The Weekly Challenger!

company her family and she
wouldn’t still be there if she didn’t
love what she does. By now she may
even be sitting at the helm of the
entire company.
The late John H. Johnson was
bom in Arkansas in 1918, the
grandson of slaves. He went on to
become one of the riches men in
America as founder of the Johnson
Publishing Company, an internation
al media and cosmetics empire head
quartered in Chicago.
Today it includes Ebony and Jet
magazines, Fashion Fair Cosmetics
and EBONY Fashion Fair. Johnson
was the first black person to appear on
the Forbes 400 Rich List, and had a
fortune estimated at close to $500
million when he passed away in 2005.
I’ll give you one more example:
Janice Bryant-Howroyd, the founder
of Act-l Group Staffing and
Professional Services. She went out
on a limb when she started the
company in 1978 from a single office
in California, and now it’s a multi
million dollar business spanning the
country with a network of more than

70 offices. In 2003, Black Enterprise
magazine named the company the
third
largest African-American
owned business in the U.S. In 2006 it
boasted $718 million in sales
revenues.
What do these four individuals
have in common? They are celebri
ties in their own right. They are
highly respected and admired. They
set the bar for so many others in their
industries and communities at large.
But they aren’t routine newsmakers
in the entertainment reports; the
paparazzi don’t follow them and they
don’t always get to walk a red carpet.
In other words, they aren’t
“celebrities” in the usual sense of the
word. They are men and women who
are celebrated for what they have
done—what they have shown up to
accomplish. And that’s the truth.
The Celebrity Truth - “A
celebrity is someone who is celebrat
ed—someone who shows up to do
something well, which may have no
relation to the entertainment or sports
world.”
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Cororo unity

Building Wealth
By: Cherin L. Stover

BY JEANIE BLUE

A Celebration Of 60 Years
Of Volunteerism And Survival

Hardaway Watkins did just that. Watkins, a
two-time cancer surviver celebrated 60-years
on the planet, last Saturday, Aug. 31, with a
group of 60 friends and relatives.
While being treated for ovarian cancer
with extensive radiation treatments which
caused side effects such as nausea and hair
loss, Watson in her recovery has donated a
number of years to organizing the annual
NAACP Freedom Fund Banquet, held at the
Coliseum; raising funds for the American
Cancer Society by walking and camping out
during their annual fund-raising events; and
serving as church school superintendent for her

fight.” Watson was diagnosed with cancer for
the second time in 2004 and expressed appreci
ation to attendees for support.
“The cancer has really been a challenge
these past five years and all of you hold a
special place in my heart for your support,”
Watson said tearfully.
Watson has incorporated some physical
fitness into her schedule, with walking partner
Jimmy Wright, she walks 25-30 miles weekly
if the weather allows. Watson has also returned
to her favorite hobby of crocheting and
has made
more than 100
ponchos and
donated them
to family,
friends and to
people she
recently met
during her life
travels.
Attendees
enjoyed
Seated is Linda Watkins
and standing is her
dinner and
birthday cake daughter, Patrice Hubbard
and partici
pated in a trivia game to answer questions “All
about Linda.” The winner got 16 correct
answers out of 25 questions. Watson has two

church,

children

ST. PETERSBURG - There are some
people willing to donate their time to charities,
but not many while battling cancer. But Linda

From left to right, Mary Calloway,
Linda Watkins and Jessie Wells

historic;.. Bethel African. Methodist

Church.

.. ...

•

r-

“Cancer is a bad thing to have,” Watson
stated. “It takes a lot to fight and come back.
My children and grandchildren made me

and

seven

daughter

Patrice

and

Hubbard

attended

with

grandchildren.
husband
their

Her,

William

children

and

Watkin’s son Patrick was unable to make the
celebration, as he lives in West Virginia.

Laborers Rest And Family
Joins Together On Labor Day
ST. PETERSBURG - A day of rest from
labor and the symbolic end of summer is how
many view the Labor Day Holiday.
Traditionally, this holiday is celebrated with
cookouts, fireworks displays and some organi
zations may feature political themes as part of
their barbecues. Labor Day is a United States
federal holiday observed on the first Monday
in September. The holiday originated in 1882
as the Central Labor Union (of New York City)
sought to create “a day off for the working
citizens.” Congress made Labor Day a federal
holiday in 1894
and all 50 states
have made it a
state holiday. ,
“I'm resting,
from my labor,”
Cynthia Powell
stated. “It means
a lot because
we've earned it.
Many
people
don't get recog
nized for working
Cynthia Powell
all
the
time.
Anyone who has worked one day in their lives
deserves this recognition,” she added.
“I'm home on leave from Ft. Eustis in
Newport News, Va., where I serve in the U.S.
Army, First Battallion Gulf Company,” Edgar
Allen Wilcox Jr. said. “I love Labor Day. I just
happened to be on leave after a recent gradua
tion, and had to use some emergency time in
order to attend my Uncle Charles Howard's
funeral. I enjoy getting together with my
family and friends and the Labor Day holiday
gives me another chance to do that.”
While some rested, the Powell and Wilson
families held their first “A Family Affair” at
the Dell Holmes Park. According to family
members this is the first gathering of the two
families, which was organized to allow
younger relatives to get to know their family
members.

“We don't want our children to grow up
and marry one another so we planned this
gathering so cousins can get acquainted with
each other,”
Jewel Wilson
Murphy said.
Murphy is
one of the
organizers
and
the
daughter of
Bruce and
Elizabeth
Wilson.
Murphy
added that
Labor Day
happened to
be the closest
upcoming
Jewel Wilson Murphy
holiday and
her family really labored in love to facilitate
this affair. The gathering attracted more than
80 members to the large covered pavillion on a
hot and humid day.
“We want to rest, but we labored to put this
together,” Murphy stated. “The fruit of our
labor is our families coming together. We used
the Labor Day holiday to bring our families
together.”

Pay Yourself First
What does it mean to pay yourself first? It
means that you take some of your hard earned
money and put it aside for you. You have to pay
others for rent or home mortgages, utilities,
groceries, insurance and taxes. It’s important,
however, that you get a share of that money,
then “pay yourself first.” When you get a
paycheck, put away the money you want to
save for your financial goals. You can work on
these goals by developing a savings plan.
Reasons for developing a savings plan:

- Manage your money better.
- Increase your savings.
- Improve your standard of living.
Major expenses for which most people
save:

- Unexpected events such as the loss of a
job, a major car repair, or a medical emergency.
- Down payment for a house, a car, or
another large purchase.
- College education, for you or your
children.
- Vacation or travel.
- Retirement.
An unexpected event is one reason most
people save money. Having money around in
case of an emergency can keep you from getting
into trouble financially. Yet when people first
begin to think about developing a savings plan,
most of them don’t believe they have enough
money to start saving.
When thinking about ways to begin saving,
it’s good to consider your “needs” versus your
“wants.” For example, car insurance is a

may be small daily costs, but they add up over
time. Putting even that small amount of money
into a savings account will get money working
for you. You can never start saving too early or
too late, and there’s never an amount too small
to save.
It’s important to try and save some of your
paycheck and put aside some money each time
for your savings account:
Use direct deposit, automatically depositing
a portion of your pay into your savings account.
It’s a great way to make saving money a habit.
You could purchase U.S. Savings Bonds
through payroll deductions. What you don’t
see, you don’t miss. Saving even $5 a week is
better than not saving anything at all.
The main reason many people save is to
purchase a home. For many, a home is the
purchase of their dreams. Having money in a
savings account makes it easier for lenders to
work with you to get the loan you’ll need for a
new house or a car. The more money you can
put down, the smaller your monthly payments
will be.
To help you achieve your goals of saving by
paying yourself first, follow strategies for
saving and meet your personal savings goals by
asking yourself:
- What will I do now to save for my goals?
- What will I do by the end of the month to
save for my goals?
- What will I do by the end of the year to
save for my goals?
The source for this article is the FDIC

necessary expense; it’s a “need.” There could be

Money Smart Program, designed for building

higher costs to you if you didn’t have car
insurance. If you were in an accident, you’d
have to pay for the expenses to fix your car, as
opposed to having your insurance company
cover the costs.
Food is another “need.” However, you can
save money by not eating at restaurants, which
is a “want.” It’s less expensive to eat at home.
It’s also possible to save oh grocery expenses by
cutting back on coffee, candy, soda or ciga
rettes; these are “wants” not “needs.” These

knowledge, security and confidence. Wealth
Building Coalition financial educators offer
financial education classes using the Money
Smart curriculum. Please call 737-321-9444 to
find out about class schedules.
The Wealth Building Coalition of Pinellas
County promotes community awareness of the
Earned Income Tax Credit and free tax prepara
tion for working families and individuals and is
sponsored by JWB Children’s Services
Council.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Pleasure Versus Pain...

Pinellas County Urban League’s
Career Connection Center

HIV/AIDS is still the #1 cause of
death among black males and
females ages 25-44.

BY KATRISA B. WINSTON

Free HIV resting
Results in 20 minutes! No Needles?

3170 3rd Avenue N.

6421 N. Florida Avenue
Tampa, FI, 33604

St. Petersburg, FL 33713
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As a job seeker you must prepare answers
for traditional interview questions that are sure
to be asked by most seasoned recruiters.
Preparation will help career seekers to project a
confident professional demeanor.
“Success is simple. Do what’s right, the
right way, at the right time,” said Arnold H.
Glasow, an often quoted American humorist.
Success can be accomplished by reviewing
some of the most frequently asked interview
questions. Remember, prior to the interview the
recruiter has reviewed your resume and applica
tion, therefore you must position yourself to
impress those not easy to impress. Below are
just a few of the customary questions all job
seekers should be prepared to answer. Contact
PCUL for additional interview questions and
guidance on appropriate answers.
Frequent Interview Questions:
Q. Tell me about yourself?

A. Use this question as an opportunity to
highlight your knowledge, experience, training,
and capabilities that will emphasize that you are
an ideal fit for the job (avoid discussing
personal topics that does not relate to the job in
question).
Q. Why are you interested in working for
our company?
A. Acknowledge that you have thoroughly
investigated the industry and your research
revealed that this company’s objective remains
unchanged to be first in innovation, quality and
customer satisfaction. Then explain that you
understand that the company has recently been
awarded a new multi-million dollar contract and
this is an excellent time to utilize your experi
ence to fulfill the new contract goals.
Q. What are your greatest strengths?
A. Use this as a opportunity to discuss your
skills as an effective communicator, trou
bleshooter, and critical thinker possessing a
natural talent to work independently, exceed
company goals, et cetera. Highlight expertise,
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position.
Q. What are your weaknesses?
A. Discuss a weakness that could be viewed
as a strength. For example, you could say you
are a perfectionist; who used to become frustrat
ed by co-workers who did not exhibit the same
commitment to excellence. Explain to the
recruiter that you have successfully completed
training to overcome this weakness and you
have learned to avoid expecting others to
conform to your prefect ideals.
Hot Jobs

- Code Investigator
- Computer Programmer/Analyst
- Emergency Complaint Writer-Trainees
- Plant Maintenance Supervisor
- Telephone - Lead Generators
- Veterans Health Administrators
- Warehouse Associate
- General Clerk
- Customer Service Rep.
- Employment Specialist
- Senior Technologist-Hematology
- Construction Manager-must have OSHA
- Community Development Senior Design
Engineer
- Public Works (Facility Manager)
- Ground Maintenance Worker
Upcoming Career Fair Thursday, Oct 23,2008.
For more information about these and other
employment opportunities contact the Pinellas
County Urban League’s Career Connection
Centers: 333 3lst Street N., St. Petersburg and
1402 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Avenue,
Clearwater. The PCUL offers free job
placement assistance and referral services.
However, PCUL does not guarantee you a job.
Jobs listed may require background and or drug
screening.
Sources: www.brainyquote.com “How to Say It” by Robbie
Miller; Kaplan (2001) “Get Hired Fasti” by Brian Graham (2005)

You love choices! With the latest shades,
anti-aging skin care and great gift ideas,
I can show you beautiful products suited
just for you. Call me today to find more ways
to look good and feel great!
Dianne Speights
Independent Sales Director
www.marykay.com/dspeights

.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
GREYS
continuedfrom front page

Here’s To

YOUR
HEALTH

BY DR. CHARLIE COLQUITT • CLINICAL PHARMACIST

The Metabolic Syndrome: Diabetes
Prevalence

Diabetes is a major health
problem affecting 7 percent of
the U.S. population or 20.8
million. Type 2 DM (non
insulin dependent diabetes)
accounts for 90 to 95 percent
of the diabetic population
diagnosed. Nearly one-third of
all individuals with diabetes are
unaware of their illness, which
could ultimately delay the time
of treatments and increase the
risk of complications. Currently
3.2 million African-Americans
age 20 years or older (or 13.3)
have diabetes, one-third of who
are undiagnosed. According to
these numbers the health
disparity of diabetes is disproportioned when compared to
Non-Hispanic whites. African
Americans are close to two
times more likely to have
diabetes than whites of similar
age.
The Metabolic Syndrome

Diabetes is part of a larger
problem affecting the AfricanAmerican Community. While
many individuals are diagnosed
with only diabetes, many others
are diagnosed with multiple
health conditions. Having the
illnesses of hypertension (high
blood pressure), hyperlipi
demia (high cholesterol) and
diabetes (high glucose or sugar)
is medically termed the
Metabolic Syndrome. This triad
of diagnoses is crippling our
healthcare system and especial
ly our families within the

African-American Community.
In addition heart disease and
the risk of stroke are two to four
times higher in adults with
diabetes. People with diabetes
have the same risk of heart
attack as people without
diabetes who have already had
a heart attack. Increasingly
more African-Americans disproportionally have vision
problems, diabetic foot condi
tions and are on dialysis due to
the prevalence of diabetes in
our community.
What is Diabetes?

Diabetes can be primarily
classified into two types. Type I
(insulin dependent) condition
means your body does not
produce insulin. Type II (non
insulin dependent) condition
means your body (the pancreas
is the insulin secretion organ) is
not producing enough insulin
for the body’s demands.
Normal glucose range is 80 to
l20mg/dl. Diabetes can only be
diagnosed by a physician or
licensed provider (nurse practioner or physician assistant).
Symptoms include increases in
eating (polyphagia), drinking
(polydipsia) and urinating
(polyuria). Type II diabetes is
the more prevalent type and is
the leading cause of adult
blindness, non traumatic ampu
tations and kidney disease.
Treatment

Treatments to achieve
glycemic goals are "patient
specific and require a proper

regimen. The proper regimen
for diabetics focuses around
fasting plasma glucose (FPG),
postprandial glucose (PPG) and
hemoglobin A1C (HbAlc).
FPG is the morning level before
you eat. PPG is the glucose
level after a meal. Hemoglobin
A1C is a better indicator of
glucose levels over a three
month period. Diabetic’s
HbAlC should be less than 7
percent. Each 1 percent point
reduction in HbAlC equals to
an average plasma glucose drop
of 40 points and reduces the
risk of diabetic related compli
cations by 37 percent. The med
ications utilized for treatment
are specific to controlling the
spikes in glucose levels
throughout the day or sensitiz
ing the body’s use of insulin.
Insulin is the vehicle which
carries the sugar out of the
blood and into the cell for our
body ’s energy.

Diabetes is a disease you can
live a long life with, through
proper management and taking
advantage of all the educational
programs in our community.
Charlie W. Colquitt,
PharmD, assistant professor of
Pharmacy Practice, Florida
A&M University, College of
Pharmacy, clinical pharmacist,
Community Health Center of
Pinellas Inc.
Please take advantage of
the resources listed below
available in the community,
located at Johnnie Ruth Clarke
Health Center:
F.A.B (fit, active, black
families) www.stpetefabfamilies.com. This organization
teaches families with diabetic
members how to live better
through exercising, eating right
and living right. Some classes
are taught by YMCA certified
instructors. This service is free
and funded by the Department
of Health and Human Services
Community Partnership to
eliminate health disparities.
Nutritional Service is a free
service that provides a one-onone nutritional consultation for
adults, youth and their parents
and for diabetics. This program
is possible through a partner
ship between the Steps to a
Healthier Florida Program,
Community Health Centers of
Pinellas Inc. and the Pinellas
County Health Department.

Conclusion

Diabetes is a health
condition which requires a
lifestyle modification. Drugs
alone can not treat individuals
with diabetes. AfricanAmericans have to seek help
from trained professionals
(doctors, nurses, pharmacists
and nutritionists) to get the
proper education and medical
treatment needed. The
mnemonic M.E.D.E.M (moni
toring, education, diet, exercise,
medication) can be used as a
guide for diabetic care.
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WE CAN HELP!!!

for health reasons, don’t delay!
Call Today! (727) 565-0164
Alice Johnson-Reed, General Agent
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Dianne Speights
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others, I am in a state of reveren
tial awe. A young black man by
the name of Barack Obama has
reached a mountain top in
American history. People all
over this nation (and per chance
the world) are saying, “I never
thought I would live to see this
day.” And “Oh, how I wish (fill
in the space), were here to see
this day.” Many of us recall with
bitter-sweet nostalgic gratitude,
remembered doses of daily
nudges of parental, educational,
religious and neighborhood
lessons of hope. Self-reliance
that stressed: “You can do
anything you set your mind to.
You can be anything you want to
be.” A mantra of encouragement
for personal growth and devel
opment. Responsibility and
commitment based on decency
and pursuit of education as the
key to successfiil living, coupled
with the promised power of
time.
Excitement fills the air. But

excitement without action is
empty, wasted energy. It’s
voting time! Time to march to
the polls! An older woman in
Mississippi coined the phrase
“Fired up and ready to go.” In
St. Petersburg, Florida, three
women, Rosalie Peck, Faith
Williams and Katherine Jones,
fired up and ready to go, call
themselves St. Petersburg’s
“Amazing Greys” for Obama.”
The catchy moniker has more to
do with productive goal-directed
action, than with age or the color
of hair. Membership is encour
aged. Age is not a factor.
Commitment is the key. Seizing
the moment for change, the
original three joined forces and
organized the ad hoc committee
to help enhance voter participa
tion on Nov. 4. Three local
women with years of experience
in hope, faith, commitment,
personal
and
professional
accomplishments, are focused
on voter Registration Action in
support of Sen. Barack Obama
as next president of the United
States. Want to help? Call
Rosalie at 864-2554.

1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 896-2602

State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

ST. PETERSBURG

Robert Creal, Sr., LFD

The following jobs are currently available:

• Admissions Advisors/Recruiter #11575
For information regarding the required qualifications, please
go to http://www.stpt.usf.edu/iobs
or visit the USF SP Human Resources, 140 Seventh Avenue S.,
BAY 206, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.
USF is an Equal Opportunity/Eaual Aceess/Affirmative Action Institution.

Ligon/v Ligon d.d.sp.a
• Reginald Ligon, D.D.S. • Mendee B. Ligon, D.D.S. • Mark T. Cullen D.D.S.

GENERAL • FAMILY • COSMETIC

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG

The following jobs are currently available:

• Student Services Program Specialist #11604

USF

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
ST. PETERSBURG

The following jobs are currently available:

• Office Manager #4286

For information regarding the required qualifications, please
jn to http://www.stpt.usf.edu/iobs
or visit the USF SP Human Resources, 140 Seventh Avenue S.,
BAY 206, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.

For information regarding the required qualifications, piease
go to http://www.stpt.usf.edu/iobs
or visit the USF SP Human Resources, 140 Seventh Avenue S,
BAY 206, St. Petersburg, FL 33701.

0<tF is an Equal Opportunitv/Eaual Aceess/Affirmative Action Institution.

USF is an Equal Opportunity/Eaual Aceess/Affirmative Action Institution.
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community news
Downtown Neighborhood
Association Plans A Volunteer
Day At Williams Park

Seven x 7 Is The Largest
Christian Crusade Ever
Waged In St. Petersburg

Group meets for prayer

The new group called
Seven x 7 is less than one week
away from the largest Christian
crusade ever waged in St.
Petersburg. The mission has
drawn the support of pastors
from across the region. It has
also sparked new hope within
the community that Seven x 7
may finally conquer the demons
that defeated past efforts to
unite the clergy.
Yet while more and more
people are talking about the
anointing they feel in Seven x 7,
only a handful know the battles
it took for these pastors to come
this far.
By now, thousands of
people have seen or heard about
the new group “Seven x 7.” This
May, nearly 2,000 believers
came out to Gibbs football
stadium to witness the magnifi
cent sight of 50 clergy commit
ting their unity to a new crusade.
Another 1,000 attended the
Holy-Ghost-filled Aug.
24

the possibility of unity, one
thing was clear: They would
first have to heal the divisions
between them. Several had
strained relationships, while
some were complete strangers.
The only concrete decision
made that day was the unprece
dented commitment to 90 days
of pastors only prayer meetings.
From that day to this, Seven
x 7 pastors successfully bridged
the issues of race and doctrine,
along with the divide that
sometimes exist between large
and small churches. Even the
hot-button issue of gender was
no match for Seven x 7. The
Rev. Ellis Hodge says, “There
are too many souls at stake to
lose sight of the mission.”
Now, this interdenomina
tional, multicultural group is
staging a revival of epic propor
tions; 49 churches host seven
simultaneous revivals in seven
locations for seven consecutive
nights (September 7 — 13).
How did they come so far

Consecration Service.

But when four dozen clergy
gathered in January to discuss

so fast? The answer is in the
‘who.’ The men and women of

God who had the faith to see
Elisha’s chariots on the horizon.
While Pastor Louis Murphy
Sr. is the visionary behind
Seven x 7, its steering
committee is led by some of the
region’s most talented clergy.
One example is Pastor Jonathan
Anderson, who is responsible
for some of the most powerful
moves Seven x 7 is making to
fulfill the hope of unity. He is
the quarterback of a new Seven
x 7 partnership with Somebody
Cares Tampa Bay that will co
host the 2008 Raise the Roof
concert featuring Kirk Franklin.
His leadership of the CareFest
project will put 400 volunteers
to work on Sept. 20 to paint
houses, do repair jobs for the
elderly, and clean-up neighbor
hoods.
To get a full extent of what
makes the Seven x 7 tick, or to
get a complete listing of its
central leaders and revival infor
mation, please visit the Web site
at www.sevenx7.com or call
727-894-4311, ext. 807.

ST. PETERSBURG - The
Downtown
Neighborhood
Association invites anyone
interested in improving the
quality of St. Petersburg’s
central Williams Park to take
part in the first Volunteer Day of
Friends of Williams Park, an all
volunteer organization founded
by DNA and dedicated to revi
talizing Williams Park.
The work session will begin
at 10 a.m. on Saturday, Sept.20,
for trash pickup, weeding, and
monument cleaning to prepare
the park for fall events. Williams
Park is located between First
and Second Avenues North and
Third and Fourth Streets North
in downtown St. Petersburg.
Called City Park at its
founding in 1888, Williams Park
is considered to be the city of St.
Petersburg’s first park. Later, it
was renamed for John C.
Williams Sr., one of the city’s

founders.
Historic churches, dating
from the late l9th or early 20th
centuries border the park,
including St. Peter’s Episcopal
Cathedral,
First
United
Methodist Church, and the
building
that
housed
St.
Petersburg’s
First
Baptist
Church. St. Petersburg College
Downtown, American Stage,
and Progress Energy’s head
quarters also border the park.
The
Downtown
Neighborhood
Association’s
boundaries are Tampa Bay on
the east, Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr., Street on the west, and Fifth
Avenues North and South,
extending down Fourth Street
South to llth Avenue South,
encompassing the USF campus
and nearby residences.
Like all neighborhood asso
ciations, DNA represents the
interests of neighborhood home-

owners and residents. DNA also
recognizes a special obligation
to
work
toward
keeping
downtown as an attractive, safe
place and active cultural, educa
tional, business, and social
center for all city residents and
visitors.
DNA dues are $15 per year
and include a newsletter sent to
members, a regularly updated
online newsletter, opportunities
to
work
on
committees
dedicated to improving life in
downtown St. Petersburg, and
four
general
membership
meetings per year with speakers
on topics of interest featured at
each.
For more information on the
Downtown
Neighborhood
Association,
please
visit
www.stpetedna.org or write:
Downtown
Neighborhood
Association, P.O. Box 1003, St.
Petersburg, FL 33731.

Pinellas County
School Board Meeting
The next meeting of the
Pinellas County School Board
will be Tuesday, Sept. 9, at 5 p.m.
in the conference hall of the
administration building, 301
Fourth St. SW, Largo.
Citizens may speak about any
item on the agenda not involving
a hearing on employee discipline
by registering before the item is
introduced. Presentations from

the audience regarding items not
on the agenda may be made at the
end of the meeting.
The meeting will be inter
rupted for a public hearing
scheduled for specific time. At 7
p.m., the final public hearing on
the 2008-09 budget will take
place.
The school board meeting
will air live Tuesday on WPDS-

Channel 14, which maybe found
on
BrightHouse
Networks
WPDS-Channel 614, Knology
Channel 14 and Verizon WPDSChannel 46. To view the board
meeting live online through the
WPDS- WPDS-Channel 14 Web
site
Tuesday,
click
on
www.wpds.tv/ arid theri click the
“Watch WPDS Online” link on
the bottom left of the page.

T-SHIRTS. UNIFORMS. SPORTSWEAR. FAMILY REUNIONS. MEMORIALS
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ENTERTAINMENT
Rick G^ 4

JAMM

On The Move With
Alto Saxophonist B.K. Jackson!

B.K. Jackson

Words are difficult to come
by when attempting to describe
last week’s CD Release Party
for upcoming Tampa Bay alto
saxophonist B.K. Jackson. We
who are music fans living in the
area are fortunate to have such
extremely talented musicians
rising up from the unknown
every two or three years.
Seventeen-year-old
Bernard
“B.K.” Jackson is the latest of
that crop of brilliant and gifted
musicians I’m referring to. A
few years back there was Eric
Darius, a young and exception
ally talented musician who has
made his way to national status.
Included in this group of able
musicians at national status
level or soon to be is Jose
Valentino-Ruiz, flute, Mindi
Abair,
saxophone,
Alfred
Sheppard Jr., keyboards, and
Dayve Stewart, saxophone.

B.K. is a junior at the
Howard W. Blake High School
for the Performing Arts in
Tampa, and he’s been entertain
ing audiences since the age of
10. Last Wednesday, fans were
entertained at “The Venue”
(www.thevenueclub.com)
during an out-of-this-world CD
release party for B.K.’s latest
CD album titled “On The
Move.” And, on the move is
B.K., straight up towards the
highest level of musical
celebrity rank.
If you haven’t been to “The
Venue,” it would be worth your
while to check it out. It’s the
new hotspot in Tampa Bay. It
has more than 27,000 square feet
of multi-level, multi-themed
entertainment. There are two
great restaurants; an internation
al restaurant, as well as a sushi
restaurant. Live music is carried
on at its main stage five nights a
week, and features one of the
hottest dance floors in all of
Tampa Bay.
Expect valet
parking and never a cover
charge. Jazz Jamm recommends
The Venue as a great place to
entertain those out-of-town
guests.
In addition to the main per
formance by B.K.’s band, jazz
vocalist Belinda Womack,

of

Tampa opened the show. For
those who are not familiar with

Womack, she is one of the most
dynamic jazz and gospel
vocalists in the Tampa Bay area.
When I first arrived on the
scene, she was oftentimes on the
same bill as vocalist Fred
Johnson, and the two of them
were
extremely
popular.
Belinda opened with “Sista,
Sista” a great tune from the
movie “The Color Purple.” She
followed with
a
soulful
rendition of “Summertime.” By
the time she had completed her
segment of the show, the
audience was warmed and more
than ready to hear B.K.
When it was time for B.K.
Jackson to perform the audience
gave a rousing ovation even
before the first note was played.
B.K. played several uptempo
tunes, but one that really had the
audience bobbin and reeling
was Michael Jackson’s “Rock
With You.” Somebody have
mercy! I was standing in the
rear, upstairs overlooking the
stage, and I watched people’s
heads going from side to side.
Both ladies and gentlemen were
dancing in place, shuffling their
feet to the beat of the music. Oh
yes! I must admit that my feet
were also shuffling right along
with the beat.
Folks were
having a grand time.. .that was
for sure!
Most important to this

special event was the new CD
being released. A few of the
tunes were performed and they
were all exceptionally good.
The tunes on the CD are: “On
The Move,” “Before I Let Go,”
“Believe That!,” “Wait For
You,” “Yeah Yeah!,” “Find Your
Way,” “That Time of Night,”
“Feeling Saxy,” “My Sunday
Groove,”
and
“Down
2
Nuthin’.” B.K. is a saxophonist
that makes you want to dance
when he plays, and when per
forming in person, he is the
accomplished entertainer who
connects with the audience
between tunes.
A previous commitment
resulted in my departure from
the party at about mid-way
through B.K.’s performance.
However, I had captured a suffi
cient amount of his playing that
lasted through my next appoint
ment and then all the way home.
As a reminder, the next time
you’re out browsing through the
CD bin (Jazz), make it a point to
pick up “On The Move” by B.K.
Put it on the CD player and get
ready to dance the night away.
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans - do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my Web site
at: rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email
me at JazzJamm@aol.com

Cedric “The Entertainer” On The Cover Of
hr: Watches And Luxury Lifestyle Magazine
CLEARWATER
(BlackNews.com) - The August
issue of the leading luxury
lifestyle magazine, hr: Watches
and Luxury Lifestyle features
Cedric “The Entertainer” on the
cover with an exclusive
interview.
Cedric “The Entertainer” is
a watch enthusiast.
The
magazine covers the back
ground
of this amazing
comedian and actor and an
exclusive interview shows how
much Cedric cares about
watches. It also shows Cedric’s
community
outreach
with
charities to support and advance

education. “I really admire
Cedric,” said Hans Peter
Jeschke, the publisher of hr:
Watches and Luxury Lifestyle
magazine. “Marla Winston,
Cedric’s publicist, called and
told me that Cedric wants to be
on the cover of my magazine.
This is truly an honor.”
Cedric “The Entertainer” is
probably best known for his
crowd-pleasing roles in the
recent hit films “Barbershop”
with Ice Cube, “Be Cool” with
John Travolta, “Intolerable
Cruelty” with George Clooney,
and “The Original Kings of
Comedy,”
a
documentary

feature from MTV, directed by
Spike Lee. Additionally, Cedric
was the star and producer of the
box office hit “Johnson Family
Vacation” which was ranked the
#1 comedy in America for two
consecutive weeks.
On the big screen, Cedric
has also been seen in The
“Honeymooners” starring as
Jackie
Gleason’s
famed
character Ralph Cramden,
“Lemony Snicket” with Jim
Carrey, “Man of the House”
together with Tommy Lee
Jones, “Big Momma’s House”
with
Martin
Lawrence,
“Kingdom Come” with Whoopi
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Goldberg, and “Serving Sara”
with Matthew Perry. Some of
the next movies Cedric will star
in are “The Cleaner” next to
Lucy Liu, “Mr. Lucky” costarring Bruce Willis, “Johnson
Family Vacation 2” and
“Preachin’ Ain’t Easy.”
Overall the August issue of
hr: Watches and Luxury
Lifestyle magazine is well
worth reading, not only because
of the cover story, featuring
Cedric “The Entertainer,” but
also due to the well-researched
articles
and
beautifully
presented photography.

Pepa From
Legendary Hip-Hop
Group Salt-N-Pepa
Authors New Book
Titled “Let’s Talk
About Pep”

Sandy “Pepa” Denton

NEW YORK - Pepa is the
spiciest ingredient in the
legendary rap group Salt-NPepa, and the outspoken star of
VHl’s smash-hit reality show.
Sandy “Pepa” Denton became
the “Pepa” in Salt-N-Pepa in
1986. The group went on to
become one of the most signifi
cant rap groups of all time,
selling millions of records and
winning numerous awards and
nominations. Denton continued
to grow with acting roles in
movies, television, and with her
top-rated program “The Salt-NPepa Show.” Pepa is never at a
loss for words and now in “Let’s
Talk About Pep,” she bares all,
telling her side of the story and
leaving no detail unturned with the true candor and raw
emotion of someone who has
been there, done that and
survived.
For the first time, Pepa talks
about her troubled childhood,
surviving abuse, her first
encounters with Cheryl “Salt”
James, her failed marriages and
her escape from domestic
abuse, her “breakup” with Salt
and their eventual “reunion,”
her triumphant comeback on the
VH1 reality shows “The Surreal
Life,” “Fame Games,” and “The

Salt-N-Pepa Show,” and more.
This is the real Pepa upfront,
uncensored,
and
unstoppable - and this is the
memoir of a true pioneer,
fighter, survivor and inspiration
to women everywhere. Written
with New York Times best
selling author Karen Hunter, tfie

book is filled with surprising
insights, outrageous anecdotes,
and
celebrity
cameos
including an introduction by
Queen Latifah and an epilogue
by Missy Elliott. “Let’s Talk
About Pep” is the story of a pop
culture icon whose remarkable
life is every bit as captivating
and provocative as her Grammy
Award-winning music.
For more details about her
and her book, Pepa has
launched her very own social
network and online fan club at
www.LetsTalkAboutPep.com.
The site allows old school hiphop fans to connect with each
other, and stay up-to-par with
her latest happenings. Users can
join for free and interact with
related news, blogs, forums,
events, groups, photos, and
video. The site is powered by
Connect Platform, an exclusive
service of Lee Moss Media.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Grothe Throws 2 TD
Passes In USF's
56-7 Rout

BUCS
CORNER
Simms Among Cuts As Bucs Trim To 53

Chris Simms

TAMPA (AP) - The Tampa
Bay
Buccaneers
released
former starting quarterback
Chris Simms on Saturday as
they trimmed to the roster list of
53 players.
Other notable cuts were
linebacker Ryan Nece and
receiver Michael Spurlock, who

last season became the first
player to return a kickoff for a
touchdown in the Bucs' 31-year
history.
The 28-year-old Simms has
not played in a regular-season
game in nearly two years and
entered training camp fourth on
the depth chart behind Jeff
Garcia, Brian Griese and Luke
McCown. Saturday's move left
rookie Josh Johnson as the
fourth quarterback.
Simms missed the final 13
games of 2005 after taking
several hard hits and having his
spleen removed hours after a
loss to the Carolina Panthers.

He spent much of last season on
injured reserve when he was
slow to regain his pre-injury
form.
The sixth-year pro, who
took over for an injured Griese
and helped the Bucs win the
NFC South in 2005, asked to be
released during the offeason,
saying a soured relationship
with coach Jon Gruden was
beyond repair.
He appeared in three
preseason games, completing
19 of 30 passes for 155 yards,
no touchdowns and one inter
ception.
The Bucs also released

receivers Brian Clark and Chad
Lucas; running backs Kenneth
Darby and Clifton Smith;
fullback Carl Stewart; guards
Phil Bogle, Chris Denman and
Brian Johnson; tackles Dennis
Roland and Chris Clark; comerbacks Marcus Hamilton and
Darrell
Hunter;
defensive
tackles Dre Moore and Chris
Bradwell;
defensive
ends
Charles Bennett and Patrick
Chukwurah, and tight end
Daniel Fells.
Receiver Cortez Hankton
was placed on injured reserve.
Comerback Sammy Davis was
released from the IR list.

No. 5 Gators Turn Attention To Rival Miami

took for Brandon James, Chris

take our swagger, trying to take
our throne, but we're not going to
let that happen.”
Miami has won six in a row
in the on-again, off-again series.
Florida's last victory came in
1985, before most of the current
Gators were even bom. So all
they have seen is Florida on the
losing end of a once-heated
rivalry that used to be one of the
best in the country.
“It's playing the ‘U,’” Tebow
said. “I've never done it before.
I'm excited about it. I'm sure
we'll have about 80 percent of

Rainey and Jeff Demps to score

the

those long touchdowns in the
fifth-ranked
Gators’
56-10
victory Saturday.
Heisman Trophy winner Tim
Tebow mentioned the Hurricanes
several times in his post-game
news
conference,
several
teammates from South Florida
talked about what it would mean
to beat their hometown team, and
receiver Louis Murphy clearly
has been waiting for this one for
a long time.
“We're going to let the dog
eat,” Murphy said. “It's rivalry
week and we're going to come
after them. They're going to
come into The Swamp, trying to

Gainesville next week and
(ESPN College) GameDay will
be here. It'll be hype.”
The Gators can only hope
they play as well as they did
against Hawaii. Even with
receiver Percy Harvin, tight end
Aaron Hernandez and guard Jim
Tartt on the sideline and Tebow
doing less than ever before,
Florida managed 406 yards of
offense most of it coming in the
second and third quarters and
dominated every aspect of the
game.
The Gators scored eight
touchdowns in a 26l/2-minute
span, getting big plays from

Louis Murphy

BY MARK LONG
GAINESVILLE (AP) - It
didn't take very long for Florida's
focus to shift from beating
Hawaii to facing rival Miami.
Maybe even less time than it

state

of

Florida

here

in

offense, defense and specials
teams.
James had a 74-yard punt
return for a score, Rainey
followed with a 33-yard TD run,
and then Demps trumped both of
them with an electrifying, 62yard scoring run. They Gators
also scored twice on interception
returns.
“Our speed is crazy,” Demps
said. “At any time, anybody can
score from 80 or 90 yards. It's fun
to be around these guys and
watch them play.”
The Gatofs could be even
faster against the Hurricanes.
Coach Urban Meyer said Sunday
he expects to get speedy receiver
Percy Harvin back in the lineup
against Miami. Harvin has been
limited since having heel surgery
in April. Meyer also hopes to
have guard Jim Tartt (shoulder)
and linebacker Brandon Spikes
(foot) back for Saturday's game.
Meyer said he doesn't know
much about the rivalry, which
includes the “Florida Flop” in
1971, the “Peach Pelting” in
1980 and the “Bourbon Street
Brawl” in 2001.
But he recognizes this:
“I know we have not beat
them in 20 or 25 years or some

ridiculous number like that and
we're 0-6 against them,” Meyer
said. “I grew up watching
Miami. I'm very well aware of
what personnel they have. WeTl
face arguably one of the best
personnel teams in the country.”
Murphy
wasn't
so
convinced.
He wanted to sign with
Miami in 2005, but said thencoach Larry Coker didn't offer
him a scholarship. And he's been
harboring resentment since.
“At the time I was coming
out, they were loaded,” Murphy
said. “They were actually good
then. I wanted to go there and be
a part of that receiving crew.
They didn't want me. But now
we have the best receiving crew
here now. Right now, it's fueling
me inside.”
Murphy even took a shot at
Miami's moniker.
“If I'm right, the ‘U’ stands
for the University of Miami.
Well, we're the University of
Florida. We're the ‘U.’ I don't
refer to them as the ‘U.’ I refer to
them as Miami. If the ‘U’ is for
university and winning and
championships, we're the ‘U.’
They are Miami, and that's what I
call them.”

First-Place Rays
Gaining Confidence By The Day
BY FRED GOODALL
ST. PETERSBURG (AP) A five-game winning streak, 120-1 in series over the past six
weeks and the best record in
baseball.
All summer long, the firstplace Tampa Bay Rays have
been hearing how difficult it'll
be to win in September, so they
can't think of a better way to
enter the final month of the
regular season.
They're
certainly
not
showing any signs of cracking
under the pressure of a pennant
race.
“There's
always
these
arbitrary or fabricated moments
that everybody always wants to
put weight on,” manager Joe
Maddon said, rejecting the
notion that his young team is
about to find out what real
baseball is all about.
“I want to avoid that,” he
added. “I want this group to
avoid that.”
A year after finishing with
the worst record in the major

leagues, the Rays not only are 33 training, Maddon has been
games over .500 and on pace to preaching an approach that he
win 100 games, but they're hopes will serve the Rays well
playing so well that the big down the stretch.
“You play the game the
question now is not so much can
they stay in front as can anybody same regardless of the date of
the year, regardless if it's March
catch them.
The Rays' streak of 13 con 15 and you run the catcher over,
secutive series without a loss or it's July 15 and you're playing
since the All-Star break is the somebody, or it's October 15 and
longest in the majors this season. you're in a playoff game,” the
And, they've managed to keep manager said.
Since dropping a seasonwinning despite playing much of
August without Carl Crawford, high seven in a row to lose a
Evan Longoria and Troy five-game lead and trail Boston
by a half game at the All-Star
Percival.
Nine different players have break, Tampa Bay has gone a
contributed game-winning RBIs major league-best 29-12 to keep
since Crawford, Longoria and the defending World Series
Percival went on the 15-day champions in chase mode.
“These guys understand
disabled list, helping the team go
14-5 without the trio since Aug. where we're at. It's no turning
back now. There's no running
10.
The Rays, who began play away from what we're doing. It's
in 1998, clinched their first here. It's here to stay,” Floyd
winning record in franchise said.
Tampa Bay ranked last in
history last week and have been
runs
allowed,
ERA
and
in first place for 81 days this
season, 63 more than during the opponent's batting average in
club's first 10 seasons combined. 2007, but is second in each of
From Day 1 of spring those categories this year. The

bullpen is fourth in ERA (3.40)
after being (6.16) a year ago.
Five pitchers Garza, Scott
Kazmir, James Shields, Andy
Sonanstine and Edwin Jackson
have at least 10 victories, and
shortstop Jason Bartlett has
solidified a defense that's
committed the third-fewest
errors in the majors after ranking
27th last year.
The Rays also have a knack
for generating just enough
offense to get the job done.
Carlos Pena has 13 homers
since the All-Star break and
matched his own club record for
RBIs in a month with 29 in
August. But more often than not,
it has been role players such as
Floyd, Eric Hinske, Gabe Gross
and Willy Aybar taking turns
providing the heroics.
“We're
an
anonymous
group, and we're playing in a
non-anonymous way right now,”
Maddon said. “Guys are just
.250 hitters. But my God, you
(always) think they're going to
come through. It's fun to watch.”

Matt Grothe

BY FRED GOODALL
TAMPA (AP) - Matt Grothe
had a good feeling about No. 19
South Florida's season opener,
and not just because the Bulls
\yere facing an outmatched
opponent in tiny TennesseeMartin.
In the days leading up to
Saturday night's game, the junior
quarterback and teammates
harped on a lesson learned from a
meteoric rise and fall in 2007.
Don't take any opponent for
granted.
“I kind of saw it coming, just
(because of) the things that
happened here last year,” Grothe
said after South Florida scored
on its first four possessions,
bucking a tendency to play up or
in some cases, down to the level
of competition in a 56-7 rout at
Raymond James Stadium.
“It would be nice,” he added,
“if all of them were like that.”
USF climbed as high as No.
2 in the country before plummet
ing from national championship
contention with three straight
losses in the Big East last season.
And while no one dared try
to compare facing TennesseeMartin to playing Rutgers,
Connecticut or Cincinnati, the
Bulls struggled for stretches of
season-opening wins over Elon
and McNeese State the previous
two years and didn't want to
begin with another sluggish per
formance.
Mission accomplished.
Grothe threw TD passes of
18 and 22 yards to Jessie Hester
and Mike Ford scored on runs of
4 and 6 yards, helping the Bulls
build a 35-0 halftime lead. A 12yard scoring run by Benjamin
Williams finished a schoolrecord 28-point first quarter.

“I was happy with how we
played,” South Florida coach Jim
Leavitt said. “I do recognize that
we've got different teams ahead.
None of you have to share that •
with me. I recognize that, and I
think our team does, too.
“I'm sure that TennesseeMartin will do good in their
league, but that's not what we're
going to be facing.”
Cade Thompson, one of two
returning
Tennessee-Martin
quarterbacks who threw for over
1,000 yards last season, started
but had little success moving the
ball against a defense led by USF
All-American
end
George
Selvie.
Backup
Dexter
Anoka
played, too, but was unable to get
the ball to the end zone, either.
There were only a couple of
highlights for the Skyhawks,
both involving defensive back
Dontrell Miller, who had a
second-quarter interception and
later picked up a third-quarter
fumble by USF backup quarter
back B.J. Daniels and ran 64
yards for Tennesee-Martin's only
TD.
Thompson finished 6-of-19
for 25 yards and one interception,
while Dexter was 3-of-7 for 13
yards for the Skyhawks, who
were outgained 520 yards to 97,
with nearly half of TennesseeMartin's production coming in
the fourth quarter.
Miller returned his intercep
tion 33 yards to the USF 30. Four
plays later, the Skyhawks punted
from the 36.
In addition to sloppy per
formances in the past two
openers, Leavitt said the Bulls
were driven by recollections of
their final game of last season —
a lopsided loss to Oregon in the
Sun Bowl.
“We talked a lot. They took it
upon themselves, and they
wanted to come out and start real
strong and play well,” the coach
said. “Our last game that
everybody remembers was our
bowl game, and that wasn't a lot
of fun. So it was kind of
important to get out and play
good football.”

Bucs Sign Lee,
Release Wilson
TAMPA (AP) - The Tampa
Bay Buccaneers signed tackle
James Lee and released comer
back
Eugene
Wilson
on
Monday.
Wilson signed with the Bucs
as a free agent in March after
spending five seasons with the
New England Patriots.
The Bucs also signed eight
players to the practice squad

receivers Brian Clark and
Micheal Spurlock, running back
Clifton Smith, comerbacks
Marcus Hamilton and Brandon
Sumrall, defensive tackle Dre
Moore, guard Julius Wilson and
tight end Daniel Fells.
Spurlock, Smith, Moore,
Clark, Fells and Hamilton all
were with the Bucs during
training camp.

NCAA Football AP
Top 25
1. USC (21) 1-0
2. Georgia (20) 1-0
3. Ohio State (15) 1-0
4. Oklahoma (2) 1-0
5. Florida (5) 1-0
6. Missouri (1) 1-0
7. LSU(l) 1-0
8. West Virginia 1-0
9. Auburn 1-0
10. Texas 1-0
11. Wisconsin 1-0
12. Texas Tech 1-0
13. Alabama 1-0

14. Kansas 1-0
15. Arizona State 1-0
15. Brigham Young 1-0
17. South Florida 1-0
18. Oregon 1-0
19. Penn State 1-0
20. Wake Forest 1-0
21. Fresno State 1-0
22. Utah 1-0
23. UCLA 1-0
24. Illinois 0-1
24. South Carolina 1-0
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Crist Wants To Tap
$672 Million From Reserves

Marchers Take To The
Streets To Protest Killing
Of Young Black Men

BY BILL KACZOR

TALLAHASSEE (AP) Gov. Charlie Crist asked a
special legislative panel to tap
$672 million from a budget
reserve fund to help make up
another state revenue shortfall.
Crist made the request
under a new law passed this
year. It lets the Legislative
Budget Commission use up to
half of the state’s $1.3 billion
budget stabilization fund to
offset such a shortage after
getting the governor’s recom
mendation.
The law also allows
borrowing up to $1 billion from
the Lawton Chiles Endowment,
which invests money from the
state’s multibillion-dollar
tobacco settlement for future
use on children’s and health
programs.
Crist is
seeking the
maximum from the budget
fund but none of the tobacco
money.
The $672 million would
cover less than half of a $1.47
billion budget deficit. Crist
wrote in his recommendation
that he wants to wait until he
gets a new revenue forecast
from state economists in
November before taking any
further action.
The Legislative Budget
Commission, with members

from both chambers,
is
scheduled to take up Crist’s
request at its Sept. 10 meeting.
House Policy and Budget
Chairman Ray Sansom, RDestin, agreed with Crist’s rec
ommendation.
“The governor is making
a good, prudent business
decision,” said Sansom, also a
member of the budget commis
sion and in line to become
House speaker in November.
The commission’s
chairman, though, was with
holding judgment.
“I’m not sure if it’s a good
idea yet,” said Sen. Rudy
Garcia, R-Hialeah. “There may
be other options.”
Garcia said he foresees a
special legislative session,
where budget cuts could be
considered.
Crist,
though,
recently said he has “no
interest” in calling a special
session.
The economists’ latest
revenue estimate Aug. 15
triggered the new deficit
recovery law.
They
reduced
their
previous
general
revenue
forecast, which the Legislature
used to write the $66 billion
budget for the current fiscal
year, by $1.8 billion.
The
economists
now
believe the state’s economic

slump will be deeper and last
about six months longer than
they expected when they issued
their last estimate in March.
The state, though, also has
$326 million in unspent money
carried over from the last
budget year, leaving the $1.47
billion gap.
Shortly before the budget
went into effect July 1, Crist
asked state agencies to hold
back 4 percent of their spending
in anticipation of more bad
economic news. That could
save the state $800 million,
Crist has said.
The Legislature has cut
spending by about $6 billion
during the past year due to the
economic slump caused mainly
by a dramatic decline in
Florida’s housing market, and
the hits have kept coming.
Lawmakers on Wednesday
received a new budget outlook
showing they’ll have a $3.5
billion gap to fill in the 2009-10
fiscal year.
That forecast combines a
$2.2 billion revenue shortfall
for the next budget year with
spending increases needed to
keep up with the state’s mustfund legal and constitutional
obligations including prisons,
courts and health care.

AP HISPANIC AFFAIRS WRITER

MIAMI (AP) - A federal
judge has struck down the
heart of a law that would have
banned state universities from
organizing academic research
trips to Cuba, calling it uncon
stitutional.
The law officially targeted
any terrorist state but mostly
affected
travel
to
the
communist island, located just
90 miles from the tip of
Florida. In a ruling Thursday,
U.S. District Court Judge
Patricia Seitz upheld one
aspect of the law: state money
can’t be used for the travel. Yet
nearly all trips relied on
private grants and only used
nominal state funding to
administer the grants, which
the judge ruled was allowed.

Seitz wrote in her opinion
that by including the restric
tion on private funds, the state
impinged
on
the
U.S.
president’s authority to handle
foreign affairs.
“The fact that the act
restricts more than ‘nonstate’
funds, demonstrates that the
‘design and intent’ of the law is
more than just a state spending
decision, but also a political
statement of condemnation of
the designated countries,” she
wrote.
State Rep. David Rivera, a
Cuban-American from Miami,
sponsored the 2006 legislation.
He said he did not want state
money to support terrorist
nations - and the Cuban gov
ernment in particular.
The
American
Civil
Liberties Union challenged the
law in 2006 on behalf of

BY. HAZEL TRICE EDNEY

Florida
International
University faculty and other
state universities.
“I think the judge made a
mistake,” Rivera said Friday.
“I hope we appeal or we can
remedy through the budget
process.”
Rivera said the legislature
could still insert a line in the
budget restricting only state
money from going to Cuba
travel.
“I don’t believe the state
funds are nominal or inciden
tal,” he said. “If they are, then I
don’t think these professors
need them.”
Rivera has also champi
oned a law toughening restrict
tions
on
Florida
travel
agencies booking travel to
Cuba. That law also faces legal
challenges.

Three South Florida
Newspapers Agree To Share
Basic Stories
MIAMI (AP) - South
Florida’s three major daily
newspapers announced Friday
they will exchange basic
stories during a three-month
trial as each struggles to
maintain
coverage
after
cutting their newsroom staffs.
The Miami Herald, the
South Florida Sun Sentinel
and The Palm Beach Post will
share municipal, government,
courts and political coverage,
police reports and entertain
ment. They will not share
broader stories, investigative
pieces, columns and features.
The papers’ SpanisManguage
editions will also share

material.
All three papers have
recently suffered significant
newsroom cuts as advertising
revenue has declined.
“Our goal is to better serve
our South Florida audiences
while protecting the individual
brands and identities of our
respective newspapers,” the
papers’ editors said in
a statement. “As each
newspaper experienced recent
staff reductions
of our
reporting staffs, we believe
sharing some content assures
thorough coverage, particular
ly in overlapping areas, and
allows us to direct even more

resources
to
enterprise,
watchdog and investigative
reporting exclusive to each
newspaper.”
Herald Executive Editor
Anders Gyllenhaal said the
papers need to work together
to enhance and extend the
newspaper style of journalism
in an era of intense competi
tion.
“This is a time to try
things, to see what new ideas
make our papers and Web sites
better, to break with traditions
in the name of providing new
and stronger coverage for
newspaper readers and Web
sites.”

to stop the senseless violence
that has been plaguing the
community.
According to one observer,
the march gave a voice to the
friends and families of the
victims, and allowed them to
turn their anger and frustration
into positive actions.
“My son died right here in
this park,” said Linda Phillips,
whose son, Michael Phillips was
shot in Judkins Park in 2006.
Aleta Fluker, organizer of
the march, said her nephew
almost joined the list of young
victims a few weeks ago as he
was shot in the head outside of
Ezell’s, all because he was on
the “wrong side of town.”
“This needs to stop,” she
said as she addressed the crowd
of marchers.
According to Fluker, her
nephew survived and is recover
ing from the shooting.
“The fact that we’ve had six

black youth killed since January
tells me that we need to do
something
different,”
said
Henderson
Quinn,
interim
executive
director
of
Community for Youth, as he
called
for
an
increased
community involvement on this
issue.
Attorney
James
Bible,
president of the Seattle/King
County NAACP, and a group of
young members of the NAACP
also joined in the march. Bible
addressed the crowd and spoke
about the thin line between
success and heartbreak in the
community.
“There’s a short distance
between being an attorney and
dying on a street comer,” said
Bible as he told the group that
his brother was gunned down in
Portland. “That distance is often
marked by opportunity and by
people saying we believe in
you.”

Eight Million
African-Americans Still Not
Registered To Vote
NNPA EDITOR-IN-CHISF

Florida Law Banning Cuba
Travel, Research Struck Down
BY LAURA WIDES-MUNOZ

SEATTLE (NNPA) - A
group of everyday people from
the community have taken to the
streets to protest the shootings
that have taken the lives of so
many young men in the
community.
There weren’t any politi
cians making speeches, no
community leaders trying to
make a name for themselves,
and no empty promises from
people in the community
claiming that they wanted to or
needed to get involved in order
to preserve our young men,
young women, and future gener
ations African-Americans. This
group that marched Aug. 23
wasn’t trying to shut down
traffic, or have a confrontation
with political officials or the
police. They were looking to
send a message that enough is
enough, and that it’s up to
everyone in the community to
do whatever they can in an effort

WASHINGTON (NNPA) Despite record numbers of voters
who turned out during the presi
dential primaries last spring,
eight million African-Americans
are still not registered to vote.
This according to Rick
Wade, African-American vote
director for the Obama for
America presidential campaign.
“Our principle focus has
been a 50-state voter registration
initiative. I think we all appreci
ate that if we increase the number
of African-American registered
voters and then increase turnout
and get people to the polls on
Nov. 4, then Sen. Obama will be
the next president of the United
States,” Wade says.
Wade explains that the eight
million unregistered black voters
accounts for 32 percent of
eligible black voting population
nationwide.
“In 2004, African-Americans
made up approximately 11
percent of the overall vote nation
wide. If the percentage of
African-Americans was a mere
2.5 percent higher at 13.5
percent, Democrats would
currently be running for reelection at this time,” he said.
“For example in the State of Ohio
in 2004, we lost by two percent
or 100,000 votes. There were
270,000 unregistered AfricanAmericans. I use that as an illus
tration to show how the African-

PALIN
continued from front page
a stop to the “bridge to nowhere”
that wouldhave cost taxpayers
$400 million.
As the head of Alaska’s

American vote can make the dif
ference in a state and across this
country.
So
the AfricanAmerican vote can absolutely
make the difference in this
election.”
But, the Democrats are not
alone in going after the black
vote. Republicans, who barely
get a tenth ofblack voters in pres
idential elections, say they are
not giving up.
“The Republican National
Convention is working to turn
out voters of all races to support
Sen. John McCain and all of our
Republican candidates, by
focusing on using a strong grass
roots program that relies on
neighbor to neighbor interac
tions, putting out surrogates on a
daily basis, and registering and
mobilizing voters,” says RNC
spokesman Sean Conner.
“Chairman Duncan has visited
38 states in the last 16 months,
and our Party’s nominee has par
ticipated in important AfricanAmerican national events such as
the NAACP conference and
the National Urban League
Convention. We’re looking
forward to increased support
from
the African-American
community, and will compete for
each vote within the various
ethnic communities of our
country.”
As both parties prepare for
grassroots mobilization efforts at
their back-to-back conventions,
non-partisan groups have intensi-

fied their efforts with grassroots
campaigns year round.
Melanie Campbell, executive
director of the non-partisan
National Coalition on Black
Civic Participation, says because

National Guard and as the mother
of a soldier herself, Gov. Palin
understands what it takes to lead
this nation and she understands
the importance of supporting the
troops. Palin has the record of

reform and bipartisanship that
others can only speak of, and her
experience in shaking up the
status quo is exactly what many
believe is needed in Washington
today.

of the intensity of voter registra

tion efforts, there’s a great possi
bility to take voter registration to
a whole new level, particularly in
the black community, by intensi
fying voter education and
focusing on issues.
“The potential. is that you
will create a whole new
expanded electorate. It’s
something that we’ve been trying
to have happen for a lot of years,”
Campbell says. “Because tradi
tionally, there’s been about 15
million people not voting in the
general election. So, this has
potential for that number to go
down tremendously ... If the
trend continues, because it’s so
competitive, it’s going to drive
the turn out and that’s going to be
across all demographics.”
The intensity of the current
election and get-out-to-vote
efforts have caught fire from
coast to coast and doesn’t begin
and end with the presidential
election.
“There’s elections from the
school board to the presidency
that impacts your life,” Campbell
says. “We know the presidency is
a big deal. But, it is one of many
elections that’s taking place on
Nov. 4.”

Voter Registration Deadlines
A Reminder From Pinellas County
Supervisor of Elections DEBORAH CLARK

Deadline to register for November 4, 2008
General Election is October 6« 2008
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bethel African Methodist Episcopal Church

(727) 894-4311

912 3rd Avenue North- St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Email: mzpmbc@gte.net
Website: www.mzprogressive.org

Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church

(727) 822-2089
Bethel1894@knologY.net

Worship Services.......

.7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.

Sunday School............

........................... 9:00 a.m.

Prayer Service (Wed)

.......................

Bible Study (Wed).....

....................................6:30p.m.

Breakfast Ministry.................... JSundaY 8:00 a.m. ’
Church School....................................... .9:00 a At.
Morning Worship.................................... 10:30 a.m.
Bible Study.................................TuesdaY 7:00 p.m.
Youth Church....................Mon & Wed 5:30 p.m.

6:00p.m.

Mission Statement:
Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel ofJesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

“There’s A Place For YOU in the AME Church”

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
(727) 327-1373
Early Morning Worship......... ..............................

7:30 a.m.

Sunday School........................................

.9:30 a.m.

_TV

Morning Worship................................................................................ 11:00a.m.

Weekly Schedule

AFRICAN METHODIST/

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................... 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

criavuriw

...11:00 a.m.

Sunday School............................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Early Morning Worship Service... 11:00 a.m.

~

Monday Prayer & Praise..................................... 6:30 p.m.

. ..>*'•

Friday Youth Activities....................................... 6:30 p.m.

Victory Christian Center Church

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

Wednesday Bible Study...................................... 6:30 p.m.

"Ij

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

Schedule of Services

Services
Sunday: 8:00am And 1 0:00am |
Wednesday*. 7:00pm
Claude S. Williams, Pastor

*Nursery and Youth Services Available

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

W o r s h i p C e n ter

(727) 896-4356

4682 40th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33714

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor
9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer
7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

m o mw

(727) 686-9356

Pastor Maceo and
Tamika McGriff

www.abundant-harvest.org

Sunday
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
Log on:

www.travelwiththechurch.com
(to bgok your travel engagements)

“VVaChing (In T^fie (PromtsecCVision”

YPWW First and Third Sunday of each month after Morning Service

ohuroh «»r a ta n

(except Wednesdays)

other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
,./fevria&iB Dr, Manuel Sykes'

Church Of God In Christ

Dominion and« Power
< '
*

Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the

Queen Street

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service
9:30 A.M. - Sunday School
11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

Y

St. Mark African Methodist Episcopal Church
“Where Everybody is Somebody”
2401 - 5th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 823-6666
Rev. Keturah D. Pittman, Pastor

3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Friday Prayer Meeting......................................

Reverend David L.

Saipt dolm

Baptist Cljurcli

Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor
Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755

^bome Grow With Usl AL

Looking for a place to galn deeper understanding
of your spiritual nature? A place where
your religious background doesn’t matter?
A non-denominational church that believes

Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabayjr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 134O.com
Scheduled Services:
Early Morning...................................
....8:00 a.m.
Elder Benjamin
Church School.......................
9:45 a.m.
Adams, Jr.,
Mid-Morning............................................................ .....11:00a.m. Senior Pastor
Mid-week Family Night Bible Study......... 7:00 p.m.

God should be user-friendly?

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”

Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

55RH1

Mount Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

tasted

-

Sunday School.......................... .9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship.............................11:00 am.

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Cooperate Prayer/Bible Study
7:30 p.m.
1115 N. Martin Luther King Ave.
Clearwater, Florida 33755
727.441.1759

Trinity <Pres6yterian Church
2830 22ndflvenue South
St. Petersburg, ftorida 33712
727-327-8590
Email: trinityp@tampabay.rr.com
Alfonso Woods,

pastorwoods07@yahoo.com

Pastor

SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study — Wednesday — 6:30 p.m.
Holy Communion Every First Sunday

WORSHIP 11:00 a.m

Communion........................................... First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation......... .........9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.7:00 p.m. - 7:30

p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study......7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Pastor Clark
Hazley,Sr.

Templflfr Truth Church

Wednesday Tutoring.................... 6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

First Baptist Institutional
Church

Morning Worship

f

DIRECTORY AD
-.

COULD BE HERE!

11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Tel: 727-898-2457 Fox: 727-895-6898
unitytempleoftfuih@msn.com

YOUR CHURCH

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

tev. Prentiss John Davis, Minister
& Veronica Davis

G.

Rev. Wayne
Thompson, Pastor

Call TODAY!!
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule off Services
Church School................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................................ 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.............................. .... 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com

Sunday Worship Service..... ..10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................... ....9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) .. ....7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).... ....7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City 99

Rev. Rickey L. Houston
Pastor

Macedonia Freewill
Baptist Church

Tvwcr Church

20th Street
Church Of Christ

900 - 16th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

M

820 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
Home: 896-8006

Office (727) 895-4900 • Fax (727) 895-4990
Bishop Raymond T. Baker, Pastor

Sunday Morning Bible Class...............................9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship................................ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................................7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship.................................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.;........................... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class................... .........7:00p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Mid-Morning 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting, Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed every first Sunday

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

The Rock
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services ... .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) ...................... .... .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday)............ ........................7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) ................. 4:00 p.m.

and Thursday, 6:45 p.m.
Phillipians 3:14 “I press towards the mark for the
prize ofthe high calling of God in Christ Jesus”

Thursday.

Bible Study (for all ages) - 7:30 pjn.

Jesus Missionary Baptist Church
..9:15 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m. - 10:20 a.m.
10:20 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
..........................10:30 a.m.

........................6:30 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

Rev. I. James Mitchell,
Senior Pastor

Greater Mt. Zion African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church

919 - 20th Street S„ St. Petersburg, FL 33712
email: info@greatermtzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300

Early Morning Worship............ ................. .7:30 ajn.

www.fmbctheship.org

Sunday School......................... ................. .9:30 am.

Dr. John A. Evans,

727-327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship: 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 12:00 noon

Prayer Service - 7:30 pjn.

Sunday Worship Services..................................... 10:00a.m.
Sunday Children Church........................................ 10:00a.m.
Sunday School ..................................................8:50 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday) .............................. 6:30 p.m.
Senior Fellowship (2nd Wednesday) ... .12:30 p.m.

‘One Body, One Spirit, One Hope'

Rev. A. Anthony Robinson III

Morning Prayer - 9:30 to 10:30 ajn.

Wednesday

A Discipleship Making Community

Midweek P.U.S.H.
(Prayer Meeting/Bible Study).. 7:00 p.m.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Tuesday

Telephone: 727-327-0015 - Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: AT outlay thru Thursday
9:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.

Wednesday Services:

1820 Walton Street Street

Sunday School -10:30 ajn.
A. M. Service -11:30 ajn.
YPWW (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 5:30 pan.
PJVI. Service (lst & 3rd Sunday) - 6:30 pjn.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) ■ 5:30 pan.

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 — 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Church School............ ..
9:00 a.m.
Praise & Worship Service ... 10:30 a.m.

Stewart-Isom Memorial
Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday

2800 26th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-867-5287 • Fax: 727-906-9808

(727) 896-5228
www.spreadinghopeonline.org
Sunday Services:

Rev. Carlos Senior,
Pastor

Christ

McCabe United Methodist Church

2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

____________

in

Van service is available by calling:
(727) 327-0015

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

of

Church School:................
Devotion:.........................
Praise and Worship:........
Morning Worship Service:
Bible Study each Tuesday

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

Qvd

SERVICES
Bio. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Service 8:00 a.m.

vr

Elder Clarence Welch, Rastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Pastor

Sunday............. 7:45 A.M. and 11 A.M. Worship
Sunday School........................................ 9:30 A.M.
Wednesday................ Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday..................... 7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Morning Worship..................... ................ 11:00 am.

"Serving and Saving
"Helping and
Healing"
"Inspiring and
Ins true ting"
"Praying and
Praising"

Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.. ..11:00 am. -12 noon
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Pastor

Wednesday Bible Study............. ................. 6:00 pm.
Wednesday Prayer Service......... ................ .7:00 pm.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 ajn.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a fape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart ofthe city"

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Call Today!

(727) 898-9407

Your Church Ad

Sunday School...................................9:30 ajn.
Morning Worship .......................11:00 ajn.

could be HERE!
Don ’t wait!

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 pjn.

First Lady Vanessa Bradley

New? Mt. Oliprimitive baptist Church

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 pjn.

3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 A.M. • Morning Worship -11:00 A.M.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & Bible Study - 7:00 P.M.
Worship Service Every Thursday Night after the First Sunday, at 7:00 P.M.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!
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CHURCH NEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
New Hope Missionary Baptist Church
“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE HOPE”
Our Esteemed Pastor, the Reverend Carlos L.

We would like to thank the public for sup

Senior and the New Hope Church family invite you

porting our production of the “Glory Train.”

to worship with us on Sunday morning. Our

We pray that you enjoyed it as much as we
enjoyed bringing it to you. May God bless

services for the day include Early Morning Service
at 7:45, Sunday School at 9:15 (classes for all ages)

you!

and Mid-Morning Service at 10:30.
MIDWEEK P.U.S.H.

UPCOMING EVENTS (Call 727-896-5228

(Prayer, Understanding and Spiritual Healing)

for details)

Prayer Service and Bible Study are held on

• Sept. 6 - “Night of Joy” Youth Ministry,

Wednesday evenings. Prayer Service begins at 6:30

Orlando, 10 a.m. to midnight

in the evening and Bible Study for adults and youth

• Sept. 8-12 - National Baptist Convention,

begins at 7:30. Won’t you join us? During the

U.S.A. Inc.

summer months, various biblical characters will be

• Sept. 13 - Curriculum Roundtable 9 a.m. to

discussed and/or portrayed during the Bible Study

3 p.m.

hour. You don’t want to miss this!
Prayer Band is held on Thursday mornings at

Further details coming soon!

needs of the people throughout the world. “Do not

Thought for the Week: “Spend your time

be anxious about anything, but in everything, by
prayer and petition, with thanksgiving, present
your requests to God. ”

Under the Leadership of God’s
anointed Pastor/Teacher Clark Hazley,
Sr., the Mount Pilgrim Missionary
Baptist Church (MPMBC) family is
prayerfully reaching out into our
community building Godly relation
ships. A church family who loves
meeting and sharing God’s Word! We
challenge you to step out in faith,
believing the Word of God, trusting
God, for He will do just what He said He
would do!
Philippians

1:15

“Some

indeed

preach Christ even from envy and strife,

• Sept. 17-21 - Pastor’s 5th Anniversary!

11:00. We invite you to join us as we pray for the

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

counting your blessings, not airing your
complaints.”

and some also from goodwill. ”

Having been
led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God
to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as our
Savior; and on the profession of our
Mission Statement:

faith. We the people of God returning to
God’s Word proclaiming, God’s Will in
provoking His love among one another.
Upcoming Events

September 2 to 6 - Union # 1, New
Jerusalem
MBC,
Reverend
Troy
Adams, Pastor.
Sept. 7 to 13 - Seven X 7 Revival
Week (Childs Park).
Sept. 10 - Prayer Service or Bible
Study will not be held due to Revival
Commitment.
Sept. 21 -The Lester M. Spivey
Missionary Guild at 4:00 p.m. at Mount
Pilgrim MBC.
Sept. 26th - MPMBC at New Shiloh
Primitive Baptist Church, Pastor Ware
Sept. 28 - Sunday School Awareness
- at Mount Pilgrim MBC, Sis. Shirley
Pittmari, Supt.

1

St. Mark African Methodist
Episcopal Chuch
2401 5th Street South St. Petersburg, FL 33705
“Where everybody is somebody”
September Angel Food Ministries

Forfourteen years, Angel Food has provided balanced nutrition and variety through
its regular box, with enoughfood tofeed afamily offourfor a week.
For more information or to place an order contact: Sis. Thelma Thomas @ 863-258-2164

REGULAR BOX - $30.00 • SENIOR BOX - $25.00
***One or More Specials Available Only with the Purchase of Either of the Boxes Above***

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL #4 - $20.00

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL #1 - $20.00

10 lb. “5 for 4” Dinner Box

6 lb. Assorted Meat Grill Box

Five big 2 lb. dinner meals, each ioiUfeed a

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL #2 - $20.00

family offour. All dinners arefully-cooked

5 lb. Steak and Meat Combo

just heat and serve!

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL #3 - $20.00

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL #5 - $19.00

10 lb. Party Wing Special Box

Fresh Fruit and Veggie Box

Orders Due:
Distribution Day:

Sunday, September 7, 2008
Saturday, September 27, 2008

Bethel Community Baptist Church
Pastor Craig L. Oliver will bring his anointed messages of God's Kingdom
to Bethel Community Baptist Church, 2901 54th Avenue South
for the annual revival, September 8 - 10 at 7:00 p.m.
Pastor Craig felt the call of Christ on his heart at the age of 16. He was obedient and
delivered his first sermon at the Greater Grand'Central Missionary Baptist Church
in St. Petersburg. "I Will Stand For the Lord11 were the words he spoke at that time
and this has become the theme of his life.
The words were his guide as he studied at Clark Atlanta University,
where he graduated with a BA in Education/Religion and received a Masters of Arts
in Biblical/Theological Studies at Luther Rice Seminary. He was ordained in
1993 and became the pastor of Elizabeth Baptist Church in 1995 in Atlanta.
Under his leadership Elizabeth Baptist Church has become one of the most respected
churches in the Atlanta area. Through his television ministry and the many programs
implemented he has encouraged and edified a season of revival in the lives of
his congregation and community. His realistic and practical teaching has converted
and convicted his church family to move from religion to a relationship with Christ.
Through his relationship with Christ, God's kingdom has
grown tremendously and he says "The Best is Yet To Come."
The community is invited to come see and be revived with the word of God.

Unity Temple Of Truth
World Day of Prayer
What a great concept, by the very nature of the

that “still small voice.” Yet praying together offers a

word (prayer) we the divine ideas of God can talk to

different road by which we can travel to the oneness

the creator. As with other religions Unity holds

with God. The strength manifested when two or

prayer as a major pillar. We recognize that the ability

more are gathered together is “Priceless.”

to communicate with the creator is primary in our

On Sept. 11, at 6:00 p.m. we at Unity Temple of

divine relationship with God. Unity recognizes that

Truth Church, 511 Prescott St. S. invite the world to

there is no mystery about God speaking to man, we

pray with us on our annual World Day of Prayer.

also know the truth, that man was created to walk
and talk with God in abundant communion. People

This year our affirmation is: “Rejoicing in oiir

have at times believed that God is faraway and then-

oneness with God and one another, we celebrate
healing in every aspect of our lives and in the

prayers have been sent to a near sighed and perhaps

world.” We recognize the power created when the

a God that’s a little deaf.
Please know the Father answers all prayers,

outstanding energy of two or more divine intentions
are placed into the universe.

unanswered prayers do not exist, and God is ever

Please come and join us either in person or in

seeking to push forth blessings into our manifest

spiritual presence as we acknowledge the extreme

world. What happens is that we create barriers, cir

divinely prosperous blessings of the creator of all

cumstances, and error thought to block those Godly

things, God the good.

blessings. With this understanding, the opportunity
to pray together is enhanced.
Silent prayer is very important and is preached

Peace,

daily at Unity, stating that we should go within to

Minister of Unity Temple of Truth Church

Rev. Prentiss John Davis

Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
Mount Up At Mt. Zion
‘.‘I was glad when they said unto me let us go into
the house of the Lord.”
Pastor Clarence A. Williams and the Mt. Zion
church family welcome all visitors and friends to
worship service this final first Sunday at our current
location. As we prepare to move to our new home,
emotions evolve that are bittersweet. It’s hard to say
goodbye.
We thank God for the journey and proclaim “The
best is yet to come.” God has blessed us at 919 20th
Street South and we pray His continual blessings flow
just around the comer at 1045 16th Street South. Join
us as we bid farewell to our church home of eightynine years. Our doors are always open and there’s
always room for you and your family!
Our early morning worship begins at 7:30, there
we let go and let God be God. The Richardson Special
Chorus will minister in song throughout the day.
Church School will commence at 9:30 a.m.; we invite
families to come study the Word of God as we seek to
grow spiritually together. Our contemporary worship
service is at 11:00 a.m.; the spirit is always high. Pastor
Williams will deliver the gospel message and Holy

Communion will be administered at both services.
Come be blessed by the Word through the ministry of
our Pastor, one anointed to preach, teach and proclaim
God’s Word with power and conviction.
Weekly ministries:

In need of a mid-week lift? Then stop by Zion for
a day of ministry.
Wednesday - Bible Study, 6:00 p.m., Hour of
Power, 7:00 p.m.,
Upcoming Events:

Sept. 14-“New Church Dedication Service,” 4:00
p.m. at 1045 16th St. S. We extend an open invitation
for one and all to join us.
A special, special thank you to all our members
and friends, who have made a contribution of your
time, talents and finances in this monumental project.
As we prepare to go to the next level, we say to God be
the glory, we shout hallelujah for the great things God
has done and we will continue. Trust God and walk by
Faith in the days to come. We will hold fast and
proclaim “The best is yet to come.”
Thought for the week: “Be faithful...and leave
the results to God.”
Be blessed and have a Jesus filled week.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church under the leadership of our soldier of the cross,
and drum major for justice, Dr. Rickey L. Houston, extends an invitation to the community to
join us as we communicate God’s Word at 10:00 am worship service on Sunday, Sunday School
at 9:00 am and Bible Study and Teen Summit on Wednesday evening, at 7:00. We also
encourage the community to make use of our Prayer Line (727-321-9645).
Bethel Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church is committed to a Christ-centered,
people-centered, team-centered and Bible-based ministry; with priorities focused on love, for
giveness, unity, peace and growth. We celebrate in worship ... we care for one another ...
we cultivate the fullest spiritual life possible both individually and corporately ...
and we communicate God's truth at every opportunity. Living out these priorities result in a
kaleidoscope of ministries at Bethel Metropolitan for all ages and interests.
Join 49 pastors and churches in a Seven X 7 Crusade for peace in south St. Petersburg.
Beginning Sunday, September 7th - Saturday, September 13th 7:00 p.m. nightly at 2401 34th
Street South (Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church Sand Dollar property).
Bethel Metropolitan Missionary Baptist Church will be celebrating its 105th Anniversary on
Sunday, Sept. 28, 2008, at 10:00 a.m. Pastor Zacchaeus Dunham, Jr. of
Agape Missionary Baptist Church, Tracy, CA. will be the guest preacher.
Pastor Dunham will also be the evangelist for our Fall Revival immediately following the
anniversary, Sept.29 - Oct. 1, 2008 at 7:00 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
This Sunday, Sept. 7, Trinity Presbyterian
Church, located at 2830 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
will celebrate a holy time of worship. We corporate
ly come together as we do every first Sunday as one
body to remember and celebrate what Christ did for
us as we observe Holy Communion. Pastor Alfonso
Woods will deliver the sermon and lead the congre
gation in the celebration of the Lord’s Supper.
Sunday school begins at 9:30 a.m. and morning
worship begins at 11:00 each Sunday. Bible study is
held each Wednesday evening at 6:30. We are
currently studying Paul’s Epistle to the Romans.
Upcoming Events:

The Women’s Organization will host a their
annual Women’s Day celebration on Sunday
September 14 at 11:00 a.m. Special guest speaker
for this occasion is Ms. Cynthia Tomlin of Unity
Christian Church where the Rev. Nathaniel Drayton
is the Pastor.
Seniors Ministry meets the 4th Thursday of
every month at 11:00 a.m.
The public is cordially invited to join us for
praise, worship, prayer and study as we seek to
fulfill God’s will for His church.

Excerpt from last Sunday’s Message - Blossom
Where You’re Planted (Matthew 13:31-32)
God is speaking to us saying we’re like the
mustard seed. He says that with the proper nurture
and spiritual nutrition, we can ditch our fears and
grow to be all God wants us to be. God wants us to
grow in our families. He wants us to grow in our
community, grow on our jobs, and perhaps most
importantly for us as a church God wants us to grow
within this congregation. Our journey begins as a
tiny seed of faith ultimately growing into a
wonderful plant that blossoms, bearing good fruit,
the fruit of the Spirit. God is saying to each of us,
take an inventory. Take note ofthe gifts that I have
given you. You have talents that I have given you. I
have placed my Son Jesus Christ in your heart, so
blossom where I have planted you; blossom and do
the very best job you can whatever it may be. Grow
as a child of God. Be available for the Lord to do in
.you and through you, whatever it is he wants to do,
whenever he wants to do it. Be a worthy vessel unto
him producing good fruit that will bring glory to
God and will serve as a witness for others. Blossom
Where You’re Planted! (Pastor Alfonso Woods)
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BLACK HISTORY
“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”
Source: Wikipedia Free Library

Aunt Jemima
Aunt Jemima is a trademark
for pancake flour, syrup, and
other breakfast foods currently
owned by the Quaker Oats
Company. The trademark dates
to 1893, although Aunt Jemima
pancake mix debuted in 1889.
The phrase “Aunt Jemima” is
sometimes used as a female
version of “Uncle Tom” to refer
to a black woman who is
perceived
as
obsequiously
servile or acting in, or protective
of, the interests of whites.
The l950s television show
Beulah came under fire for
depicting
a “mammy”-like
black maid and cook who was
somewhat reminiscent of Aunt
Jemima. Today, “Beulah” and
“Aunt Jemima” are regarded as
more or less interchangeable as

barrel.” Harriette Widmer
terms of disparagement.
also
portrayed
the
The name “Jemima” is
character on radio, in
biblical in nature and is
addition
to
Ethel
the King James Version’s
Ernistine Harper, whose
rendering of the feminine
image served as the basis
Hebrew name meaning
for most remaining Aunt
“dove” and also the name
Jemima print advertising
of the first of Job’s
starting in the l950s, until
daughters bom to him at
the Jemima character was
the end of his namesake
changed into a composite
book of the Bible.
in the l960s.
The direct inspiration
The Aunt Jemima
for Aunt Jemima origi
trademark
has
been
nates
from
a
modified several times
minstrel/vaudeville song
over the years. In her
of the same name. Chris
most recent make-over in
L. Rutt of the Pearl
the late 80s and early 90s,
Milling Company saw
as she reached her lOOth
the song being sung by
anniversary
she
was
blackface
performers
transformed
into
a
Baker & Farrell wearing
younger, thinner woman,
an apron and kerchief,
dressed up, and her
and appropriated
A.B.
Frost
painting
of
Aunt
Jemima,
The
kerchief removed
to
Hie character.
as she was in the early days
reveal a natural hairdo
Aunt
and pearl earrings. This
Jemima
is
ville, played by comediennenew look remains with the
depicted as a plump,
singer Tess Gardella (a white
products to this day.
smiling, bright-eyed,
actress, who performed the role
The Quaker Oats Company
African-American
in blackface).
bought the brand in 1926. Aunt
woman,
originally
Nancy Green, bom a slave
Jemima frozen foods were
wearing a kerchief
in Montgomery Coimty, Ken.,
licensed out to Aurora Foods in
over her hair. She was
was hired by R.T. Davis Milling
1996 which in 2004 was
represented as a slave
Company to play the Jemima
absorbed into Pinnacle Foods
and was the most
character from 1890 to her
Corporation.
commonplace repre
death on Sept. 24, 1923. As
The character received the
sentation
of
the
Jemima, Green operated a
Key to the City of Albion,
stereotypical
pancake-cooking display at the
Mich., on Jan. 25, 1964. An
“mammy” character.
World’s Columbian Exposition
actress
portraying
Jemima
The character of
in Chicago, during 1893, beside
visited
Albion
many
times
for
Aunt Jemima also
An early advertisement featuring
the “world’s largest flour
fundraisers.
appeared in vaudethe image of Nancy Green

Chicago, where it was her job to
operate a pancake-cooking
display. Her amicable personali
ty and talent as a cook helped
establish a successful showing
of the product, for which she
received a medal and certificate
from the Expo officials. After
the Expo, Green was offered a
lifetime contract to adopt the
Aunt Jemima moniker and
promote the pancake mix. This
marked the beginning of a
major promotional push by the
company
that
included
thousands of personal appear
ances and Aunt Jemima mer
chandising. Her career allowed
Green the financial freedom to
become an activist and engage
in antipoverty programs. Nancy
Green maintained her job with
Davis Milling until her death in
a car crash in Chicago, on Sept.
23, 1923.

Ethel Ernistine
Harper
Ethel Ernestine Harper bom
in 1903 portrayed the Aunt
Jemima advertising character
during the l950s. She was also
the final “living person” basis
for the official Aunt Jemima
image most commonly seen in
print and on billboards until it
was eventually changed to a
composite in the l960s. She
worked as a traveling “Aunt
Jemima” on behalf of the
Quaker Oats Company, giving
presentations
at
schools,
churches and other organiza
tions. Prior to assuming the
Aunt Jemima role, Harper
graduated from college at the
age of 17 and became a teacher.
She also sang with the Three
Ginger Snaps and appeared in

Ethel Ernistine Harper

“The Hot Mikado” with Bill
Bojangles before taking the
role. She died of a heart attack
in 1979.

the political juggler, tying his
opponent Republican John
McCain to the beleaguered
administration of President
George Bush and ticking off a
long list of public policy
issues that he would tackle as
president.
“Tonight, more Americans
are out of work and more are
working harder for less. More
of you have lost your homes
and even more are watching
your home values plummet.
More of you have cars you
can’t afford to drive, credit
card bills you can’t afford to
pay, and tuition that’s beyond
your reach,” he said. “These
challenges are not all of gov
ernment’s making. But the
failure to respond is a direct
result of broken politics in
Washington and the failed
policies of George W. Bush.
America, we are better than
these last eight years. We are a
better country than this.”
He focused largely on
three issues - education,
health care and the economy that African-Americans have
named as their top concerns,
according to the Joint Center
on Political and Economic
Studies.
“The truth is, on issue
after issue that would make a
difference in your lives - on
health care and education and
the economy - Sen. McCain
has been anything but inde
pendent,” he said. During the
historical speach, Obama
promised to invest in early
childhood education; “recruit
an army” of new teachers,
“pay them higher salaries and
give them more support.” He
also promised affordable
college education, accessible
health

Nancy Green
Nancy Green bom Nov. 17,
1834 was a storyteller, cook,
activist, and one of the first
African-American models hired
to
promote
a
corporate
trademark as “Aunt Jemima.”
Green was bom into slavery
in 1834 in Montgomery Coimty,
Ky. She was hired in 1890 by
the
R.T.
Davis
Milling
Company to represent “Aunt
Jemima,”
an
advertising
persona named after a song
from a minstrel show. Davis
Milling had recently acquired
the formula to a ready-mixed,
self-rising pancake flour from
Chris
Rutt
and
Charles
Underwood and were looking to
employ an African-American
woman as a Mammy archetype
to promote their new product. In
1893 Green was introduced as
Aunt Jemima at the World’s
Columbian Exposition held in

continued from
front page

A younger, more stylish Aunt Jemima

Edith Wilson
on the New York enter
Edith
Goodall
Wilson, bom Sept. 2,
tainment scene. She
1896, in Louisville,
sang with Florence
Ky., was an American
Mills in the Lew Leslie
blues
singer
and
Plantation Review in
Harlem, and made
vaudeville performer.
several
trips
to
Her first profes
Edith Wilson
sional
experience
England, where she
came in 1919 in
was well received. She
Louisville’s Park Theater where
sang with The Hot Chocolates
American blues singer Lena revue, performing alongside
Wilson, and her brother, Danny,
Louis Armstrong and Fats
a pianist, would perform as a Waller, and made appearances
duet; Edith married Danny and with Bill Robinson, Duke
joined their act as a trio.
Ellington, Alberta Hunter, Cab
Together they performed on the
Calloway and Noble Sissle.
East Coast in 1920-21, and
Wilson also did extensive
while they were in New York work as an actress, appearing on
City Wilson was picked up by radio with “Amos and Andy”
Okeh Records, who recorded and on film in “To Have and
her in 1921 with Johnny Dunn’s
Have Not.” Shortly after World
Jazz Hounds. She cut 17 tunes
War II Wilson became the face
with Dunn and Okeh in 1921of Aunt Jemima pancake mix.
22. In 1924 she worked with
She retired from active perform
Fletcher Henderson in New ance in
1963, becoming
York, where she was slated to executive secretary for the
sing with Coleman Hawkins but Negro Actors Guild, but made a
he refused to do so because he comeback in 1973 to play with
wanted additional compensa Eubie Blake, Little Brother
tion for the performance.
Montgomery and Terry Waldo.
Wilson recorded far less Her last live show was given at
than other female blues stars of the 1980 Newport Jazz Festival.
the l920s like Bessie Smith; she Wilson died on March 30, 1981
remained a nightclub and in Chicago.
theater singer, working for years

care
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sensitive to women who still
face gender discrimination
may hit home with die-hard
supporters of Sen. Hillary
Clinton who gave a resound
ing endorsement of Obama
and threw her delegates
behind him during the con
vention.
Her husband,
former
President Bill Clinton - who
made
perceptually
raceoriented
statements
that
angered many black political
observers during the bitter
primary contest - also vowed
to fully support Obama.
“Hillary told us in no
uncertain terms that she’ll do
everything that she can to
elect Barack Obama. That
makes two of us,” he said.
“Actually that makes 18
million of us - because, like
Hillary, I want all of you who
supported her to vote for
Barack Obama in November.”
But, on the heels of the
Democrats’ glorious moment,
the very next morning the
news was announced that
McCain had chosen a woman
as a running mate. She is
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin, 44,
the youngest governor in
Alaska’s history.
McCain’s vice presiden
tial
pick
guarantees
a
continued spirited race for the
White House with two
historic tickets. No woman
has ever topped the ticket of a
major party in the history of
the U.S. It also raises the
challenge for the Obama
campaign to work harder to
win over the women support
ers of Hillary Clinton.
Meanwhile, Obama and his
vice presidential running mate
Sen. Joe Biden (D-Del.);
prospective
First
Lady
Michelle Obama and Biden’s
wife Jill, kicked off a
“Working
for
Change

every

Weekend of Action” at which

American and increased paid
sick days.
On
the
economy,
he distanced himself from
Bush Administration policies,
saying he would “stop giving
tax breaks to corporations that
ship jobs overseas, and I will
start giving them to
companies that create good
jobs right here in America.”
He also promised to
“eliminate capital gains taxes
for the small businesses and
the start-ups that will create
the high-wage, high-tech jobs
of tomorrow.”
And after a momentary
pause for emphasis, he
vowed, “I will cut taxes - cut
taxes - for 95 percent of all
working families. Because in
an economy like this, the last
thing we should do is raise
taxes on the middle-class.”
On the war in Iraq, he
questioned John McCain’s
judgment, noting that even
after learning that Iraq has a
$79 billion surplus “while
we’re wallowing in deficits,
John McCain stands alone in
his stubborn refusal to end a
misguided war.”
That’s not the judgment
we need.
He also indicated that he
would lead on social issues
such as “reducing the number
of unwanted pregnancies”,
gang-violence exacerbated by
gun-ownership and “crime
and despair,” which are often
credited to the irresponsibility
of some fathers and negli
gence of some parents.
In a moment particularly
relished and applauded by
women, Obama declared,
“Now is the time to keep the
promise of equal pay for an
equal day’s work, because I
want my daughters to have
exactly the same opportuni
ties as your sons.”
Such promises, deemed as

they planned to appear at
rallies and organizational
meetings across the country
for the purpose of firing up
grassroots support and regis
tering first-time voters. The
two couples began the
campaign with an “On the
Road to Change” bus tour
through Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Michigan the day after the
historic speech. Obama lost in
Pennsylvania
during
the
primaries.
Obama’s aim to now win
Pennsylvania and every other
state possible is not only tied
into American politics, but
American history.
Nearing his closing on
Thursday night, Obama
reflected on the promise of
equality that Dr. King talked
about in his speech at the
1963 March on Washington,
the promise that Dr. King
referred to as a “bad check.”
Obama quoted King,
“‘We cannot walk alone,’ the
preacher cried. ‘And as we
walk, we must make the
pledge that we shall always
march ahead. We cannot turn
back.’”
Obama then appealed to
the nation, “America, we
cannot turn back. Not with so
much work to be done. Not
with so many children to
educate, and so many veterans
to care for. Not with an
economy to fix and cities to
rebuild and farms to save. Not
with so many families to
protect and so many lives to
mend. America, we cannot
turn back. We cannot walk
alone. At this moment, in this
election, we must pledge once
more to march into the future.
Let us keep that promise that American promise - and
in the words of scripture hold
firmly, without wavering, to
the hope that we confess.”
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American Heart I American Stroke
Association. I Association.

POWER TO END STROKE.
You are the Power

If you think you can can spot a
person with

HIV, consider this:

Did you even spot the error in the
first six words of this headline?
ANYBODY CAN HAVE HIV. USE PROTECTION.

Right now, AIDS is the leading cause of death
among African-Americans aged 25 lo 44. 11
you're having unprotected sex, you’re at risk.

J

Be smart: Use protection, and get tested. For a
testing site near you, text your zip code to #477493.

Stroke
Hfr»c3*

are at Kig^er risk for stroke,
Kwovu fVe w3r»'»»'9 $»gw$ of Broke.
Sudden numbness or weakness of the face, arm or leg,
especially on one side of the body
Sudden confusion, trouble speaking or understanding
Sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes
Sudden trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance or coordination
Sudden, severe headache with no cause

FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
BUREAU OF HIV/AIDS

fe; 1 -888-4-STROKE

" '

’

J

StrokeAssociation.org/power
Power To End Stroke is supported by the Bristol-Myers Squibb.'Sarofi Pharmaceutical Partnership. Local support for Power To Fnd Slrote is provided ty Allegany Franciscan Ministries. Inc.

Greenhouse-Grown, High in Vitamin C

SAVE UP TO 1.50 LB

Choose From White or Wheat, Contains; Oats, Cracked Wheat, Barley,
Boneless, Publix Premium Certified Beef, USDA Choice

SAVE UP TO 2.00 LB

Turkey Breast on Your Choice of Flat Bread,

12-oz can or bot.

12-Pack Selected
Coca-Cola
Products

With Your Choice of Cheese and Toppings,

SAVE UP TO 1.00

12-oz can

Medium Drink and Chips, each

(6-Pack Assorted Mike's

SAVE UP TO 2.77 ON 3

SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE

Malt Beverage, 11.2-oz bot.... 6.29)

Boar’s Head®
/C79
Turkey Wrap Combo......

0

12-Pack Assorted
Michelob Beer

949

Millet, Flaxseed, and Sunflower Seeds, From the Publix Bakery, 16-oz loaf

SAVE UP TO .60

DiGiorno Pizza
00

(Excluding Deep Dish, Stuffed Crust,
and Ultimate Varieties.)

SAVE UP TO 2.98 ON 2

{Publix, each... 6.29)

Prices effective Thursday, September 4 through Wednesday, September 10, 2008.
Oniy in Lake, Sumter, Polk, and Osceola Counties. Prices not effective at Publix Sabor. Quantity rights reserved.
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Assorted Varieties, 12" size, 22.1 to 34.2-oz box

u

